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JWARY
Tbere is evidenm saggat lag that in I.ch.richii coll. the
•yntheOii of the enzyme RNA polyr*ae is under specific regulation.
The work reported in this thesis is an attempt to .luoidats the
mechanism of this regulation.
Uadsrlying this work is the Assumption that *3.1 the constituent
subunits of the .nzymo are coordinately synthe s ized.
The reait& prsented suggsst a) that RNA polyuer&*O molecules
in addition to .rvint an enzymatic role in the g...ral transcription
process, might also serve a specific regulatory function in the
expression of the polyasrase operon; and b) that in this regulatory
proc..s another, unstable conposeat

(7[)

is involved.

The possible combinatiOns i n blab TC and RNA polynerame molecules
might function to effect regulation of the polymerase op.roa are
discussed.
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PART
INTRODUCTION

cMUR 1
RN.-POLYkA8: AN OUTLINZ
RNA polymerass is the enzyme which Is responsible for the synthesis
of RNA molecules on DNA templates. The enzyme initially binds to
specific locations on the DNA, and using one of its strands as template,
polymerizes ribonucleosids triphosphate precursors to produce a complementary SM molecule, terminating at another defined .it.. This
process is essential for the expression of genes.
In this outline of kM polyserase I shall concentrate on those
properties of the enzyme which I consider to be relevant to the control
of its synthesis • A number of excellent reviews and symposia on SM
polymerase and Closely related topics are available (Burgess, 1971;
Chamberlin, 1970 and 1974; Silvestri, 1971; Losick, 1972; Bcaife, 1973).
SM polymerass was first observed in homogenates of rat-liver
nuclei (Weiss and Gladstone, 1959). Since then, it has been detected
In a variety of organisms, including bacteria and plant cells (Elicit,
1966). Several methods have bees reported for purifying the bacterial
enzyme in workable quantities (eg. Chamberlin and Berg, 1962; Burgess,
1969). It appears that similar enzymes appear in all cells which
conduct SM synthesis.
SM molecules play an essential part in the regulation of gene
expression. Firstly, they permit variable expression of the genetic
potential of a given region of the genese according to the demands
made by the environment • For womple, the number of

-gslactos idase

messenger DNA template* in cells actively synthesising -ga1acto.idaa.,
greatly exceds the number found in calls not engaged in synthesising

2

.

this enzyme. Secondly, as the transfer ENA., and as major components
of the ribosemsi • certain SM molecules are responsible for translating
the messenger SM into protein. The amount of ribosomal SM can
itself be adjusted according to the requirements of the call. Less
than 0.4% of the ganome of Eg_qM richia ccli codes for ribosomal SMs
which form 40% to 80% of the cellular SM depending on growth rate

(Attardi •t *1., 1968). Secently SM molecules have also been
implicated as primers in the replication of at least some species of
DNA (Kline, 1972).
The successful regulation of RNA synthesis requires that different
genes should be transcribed with different appropriate frequencies by
SM polymerase. As we shall see, the chromosome and the enzyme have
evolved in parallel to effect maximum co-operative efficiency in
achieving this and.
Unless otherwise stated, the term "polymerase" in this thesis
refers to the SM polywerase enzyme from the bacterium Sscherichia coli,
the organism with which my experiments were performed.

1*. Structure
Polynerase in made up of at least four different types of polypep-

tide chain, held together by am-covalent interactions. It has the
subunit structure

oe2

G.

This is the

(3-_I

15

loosely bound, and can be separated on a phosphocellulose column to
yield the more stable subunit assembly, a2

1 , which is known as the

core.

All the subunits can be separated by using denaturing agents
such as 811 urea, or sodium dodecyl sulphate (WS). The molecular

3.

weights of the subunits are: a = 39-41,000,
= 145-155,000.
= 150-165,000,

and

G

= 85-95,000 daltona (Burgess, 1969).

Although dissociation studies reveal that only the foregoing

subunits are essential for In vitro transcription of DNA (Zillig •t al.,
1970), other proteins

(eq. GD

) have been found associated with the

snayse (Burgess, 1971; Patk&u and Coy, 1972). However, it is not
clear whether these polypeptidse are functional components of polymeraa,
or merely cont*winanata.
and p' are amongst the largest polypspt idea in E. coli, and can
be effectively separated from the bulk of eallular polypept ides by
polyacrylazaide gel e]actrophores is in the presence of 8D8 (see Methods).
This assay procedure has been successfully exploited to monitor the
level of P and p' in the cell, und er various physiological conditions
(Matzura et, 1971; Hayward et &1., 1973 Appendix).
The subunits of polymerass show distinctive peptide patterns
following tryptic digestion (Schacbner and Zillig, 1971). This does
not, however, •cle the possibility that they contain short homologous
sequences • The two a subunits appear to be identical in esqa once.
The different peptide patterns of P and i3' exclude the possibility
that p' could be converted into P by cleavage of a protein fragment
of

M.W.

10-15000.

The present state of knowledge does not a how us to speculate
upon whether these subunits had separate origin., and once functioned

4
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independently of each other, or whether, having had a common origin,
they diverged following gsma duplication to give rise to a more
effective functional assembly.

c. RNA synthesis has commenced, cs' dissociates iron the
holosozyse, and perhaps binds to a free core molecule before it starts
another round of transcription. Matzura (1973) has reported that no
significant exchange of P and P I subunits takes place between poly.rase

cores Ip vivo. Whether or not a is .xchaugsd between polyasrase
molecules is not yet established.
Using indirect measurements, several authors have estimated the
level of active polywerase molecules in the cll. Bremer and

Y

uan

(1968) estimated 1800, and Pato and von Msy.nburg (1970) 2300 for two
different E. coli B strains. Winslow and Lazzarini (1969) obtained
figures of 5100 and 2500 for £. coli 15-TAU, and the 1(12 strain CPI8,
respectively. By employing more direct measurements Matzura at a].,
(1973) have shown that in a glucose-growo culture of!. coli B/r, the
total number of polymeraso molecules (or at least P and ') is about
7000 per cell. This figure is significantly higher than the values
reported above for levels of active polymerase molecules in the cell.
Them there appears to be, at any given moment, a surplus of nontranscribing polymerase molecules in the cell.
lb. Mode of action
Based on in vitro studies involving purified polywsras. preparetions, and usually, phage DNA or synthetic polynuoleotids templates, the
transcription process has been dtvidsd into several sequential steps
(although it cannot be entirely ruled out that at least ease of these
steps overlap). For a survey of available Information on this subject
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the reader is rferzd to the review by Losick (1972). The following
is mly a brief outline.
I • The random binding of polymerasa to E
This binding is independent of nucl.otide .strates • It Is
reversible, but at low ionic strengths the enzyme may be quite tightly
bound to DNA in a densely packed, sequence-tmapec if in manner.

Higher

Ionic strengths (eg. 0.4M KC1) prevent DNA/enzyme complex formation.
II • Specific binding of polynerase to promoters (initiation sites):
involvement of signa
For meaningful RNA synthesis to occur, polymerase must first bind
to a promoter site. Although ø in not nquired for binding of
polymerase to random sites on the DNA, and does not itself bind to
DNA, this potein appears to facilitate the formation of a much more
stable complex between polymerase and the promoter. There is also
evidence that (5' do-stabilizes any non-promoter complexes (a.. Burgess,
1971).
111. DNA strand separation sia a fsature of polymsraae-promoter
binding
Localizd denaturation and strand separation of the DNA almost
certainly occurs at the promoter site to form a polymerase-DNA complex
which is highly stable at lw ionic strength. This complex can form in
the prseanoe of the polymeraae-spscifio inhibitor of initiation,
rifa:picin, and requires te afticipation of 5-factor.

Formation of the pre-initiatiolt conpl•x
The enzyme probably next undergoes a conformational change and

yields a rifaapioin-resistant pre-initiation complex, stabilized by G'.
The transition from stags III to stags IV, h owever, is blocked by
r ifanpicin.
Bijdjng of the first ribonuclaotids
The 51-terminal nucleoside triphosphat. (probably always a purth.)
binds to the enzyme, and forms a highly stable initiation complex.
Formation of the firgt phosphodiester bond
A second nucleoside triphosphate (purine or pyrinidins) binds, and
the first 3 9 5 1 -phoephodieat.r bond is formed with the elimination of
pyrophosphate. Thus, the initial condensation yields a 3 1 5 1 -nuclsotidyl macleosid.-5 1 -triphosph*te, and polymerization proceeds with this
'-+3' polarity.

After stimulating the initiation of transcription, sigma is
released from the enzyme-MA-nasont RNA complex for re-use in
Initiation.
VII • RNA chain .lonmation
The rate of kM chain growth appears to vary go between the species
of kM being transcribed, and with the physiological condition of the
cell. Thus, on average, rHNA chains grow 1.5

to 2 times faster than

s1RNA chains. The mean chain growth rate for mRNA is Independent of
cell-doubling time, while the chain growth rate for rPiA appears to
increase with cell-doubling time (Dennis and Bremer, 1973). This
step in the transcription process night ther.fore potentially exert a
regulatory Influence on kM synthesis.

7.

The direction in which the DNA tseplate is being transcribed
used not always coincide with the direction in which the template is

being replicated. Furthermore, replication is almost 100-fold faster.
Thus some collision of the enzymes involved in these processes seems
Inevitable, unless they are, in scee special way, mutually exclusive
processes.
VIII. Chain teraiation
RNA poly.srase terminates transcription at specific locations on
the DNA • The nature of these regions remains to be elucidated.
8viral types of termination mechanism have been established for RNA
synthesis.
At low ionic strength (0.0Z11 lcd) non-specific inhibition by
product-RM of further elongation of RNA chains occurs; most of the
RNA made in these conditions remains attached to the enzyme-DNA complex.
This is of doubtful physiological significance.

At higher ionic strengths (eg. 0.211 ICC1), the release of productRNA and re-initiation of RNA synthesis by polyi.rass occurs. The
product kM molecules made in such conditions generally display discrete
sizes, suggesting specificity of chain termination. Unique terminal

RNA sequences have been established in such products from phag.s
Lambda (Lebowitz •t al. 1971) and T7 (Peters and )yward • 1974).
Roberts (1969) isolated a termination factor • rho(
Is a tetramer of molecular weight 200,000.

which

At low ionic strength f

releases RNA chains of discrete sizes that are smaller than 1A

molecules made in the absence of • Thee. RNA species appear to
correspond to species found ja vivo.

The protein factor binds

S.

reversibly to flM and is displaced by high ionic strength and by
denatured DWs.
What Is the fate of the enzyme once it reaches a term inst ion
site? Richardson (1970) and Goldberg and Hurwitz (1972) have reported
that at low ionic strength leads to release of the RNA product, but
leaves the enzyme bound to the template and unable to polymerize further.
However, Zillig et al. (1973) do not believe that JO releases RNA and the
true situation remains uncertain.
The roles played in the transcription process by the individual
polypeptides which comprise the core-enzyme are not understood. It
has been suggested that the a subunit has polyA polyumras. activity
(Cibasa and Tsugita, 1972). The exact role of the

P subunit is unclear,

though mutations in this subunit render the enzyme resistant to
inhibition by rifampicifl and str.ptolydigin, - polym.ras.-specific
antibiotics which prevent RNA chain-initiation, and elongation,
respectively (see later. There is some recent preliminary evidence
based on affinity-labelling studies, that

P carries the primer and/or

substrate-site, and P I a polynucleotide - (template or product?) site
(Frischauf and Scheit, 1973). Of the separated subunits of polymerase,
only p' me able to bind to DNA efficiently (ZiUig,

1970). It

has therefore been suggested that this subunit is required for the
binding of the enzyme to at least one of the DNA template strands.

Holoenzyse appears to require additional protein factors in order
to initiate transcription from some promoters (Travers, 19711

Scaife,

9
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1973). During certain irreversible physiological transitions such as
bacterial sporulation, bacterial spore germination, and lytic phage
development, there is evidence that the structure of the original core
is permanently modified. Ce possible function of such modification
is to allow replacement of one initiation factor by another • It is
also conceivable that the specificity of initiation Is directly altered
by modifying • specificity determinant in the core.
What is the role of these additional transcription factors in the
life of the cell? Transcription of the bacterial genome should be
regulated in response to changing environmental conditions imposed on
the cell. At any time, only a particular set of all possible RNA
transcripts should be synthesized. At another time, these might be
succeeded by a different optimum set of transcripts, when the growth
conditions of the bacteria are changed. Through transitory associations

with a common basic transcriptional machine (i.e. Holoenzyme) the various
protein factors appear to achieve these reversible transcriptional
transitions with flexibility and with economy.
Irreversible transitions such as those concerned with sporu].ation
in bacteria, and with lytic development of bacteriophages, involve
major changes in the pattern of transcription. A new large class of
transcriptional units is turned on, while a second class is permanently
turned off. During these changes, the demands made on polyasraae molecules
for functional subtlety are at a minimum, there being only a limited
class of new genes to be transcribed • Even irreversible structural
changes in the core appear to have merited selection, so long as the
altered enzyme molecules performed their limited task efficiently.

10.
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p010th-5p.cifiC

inhibitors of polymerase function

Certain antibiotics inhibit transcription by binding non-covalomtly
to wild type po1yr*se molecules of bacteria. Tb... include
rifanpicin, streptolydigin and trsptovaricin. Rifanpicin has greatly
contributed towards our understanding of the transcription process,
although work with the Other two drugs has also yielded useful information.
In the work reported in this thesis, I have made use of rifaapioin and
streptolydigin. The structural formulas for these two drugs are given
in Figure I.I.
I. Rifampicin
Rifanpicin is a sisynthetio antibiotic originating from the
research laboratories of laptit in Italy. It is a modification of
rifanpioin B obtained from the organism Streptomyoss esdit.rranei (U..
Lpetit Handbook an Rifampicin). It is a macrocyclic poly-unsaturated
compound, incorporating a naphthalene ring structure and other
conjugated systems, and a considerable variety of other functional
group..
Calvori (1968) reported that at very low levels rifamycins were potent
inhibitors of

14

Curacil and

leucine uptake by intact Bacillus

subt ilis and Btphylococcus aureua • On the other hand they found
that the polyuridyiic acid-stimulated incorporation of 14C phsnylalsnins
into trichloroacetic acid insoluble material by a crude!. coil
extract is not inhibited even at high concentrations (400 &g al. ) of
the drug. These observations pointed to a direct action of rifaayoth
an RNA synthesis.
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(1967) used a O-directed RNA polymerase reaction

J& vitro to study the Inf luence, of them compounds, and they found a
worked lowering of incorporation of nuoleot ides with various templates,
such

08

calf-thymus MA, poly d (A-T), p017 d (0) and poly d (C).

They concluded that rifaaycins have a specific inhibitory .tf.ct on
EM polyserase action.
Bobrli and Etaehelin (1969*) using labelled rifampicth, showed
that the snay.e monomer binds one molecule, and the diner two molecules
of rifaapicin. 8Igma is not required for the complex since th e
pho.phocellulo...pur if led enzyme (which containa no G - ) can bind
rifampicin. They also used kinetic measurements to show that enzymerifaapicin complex is highly stable and that the stability is due not to
covalent bonds, but amply to weak interactions such as hydrogen-bonds
AM hydrophobic force. • (The

complex of wild-type enzyme and

rifampicin to also highly stable in vivo, as evidenced by the irreversibility of inhibition (Ilatzura ot *1., 1971) ).
Mutants resistant to the.e ant biotics contain enzyme which fails
to bind the drug (di Mauro ot al., 1969). No rifaapicin-resistant
mutants (among a large mber Isolated) have pet been shame to affect
Permeability to the drug, and all or nearly all map within a smell
genetic region (Mindlin

., 1972).

Rabussay and Zillig (1969) and Boyd St . • (1974) have sheen for
at least three such mutants that it is the P subunit which is altered;
the mutant polypeptide has a different elsctrbphoretic mobility from
the wild-type. By reconstitution of active enzyme from separated
subunits obtained from both Rif and Rif

enzyme, Boil and Zillig (1970)

have demonstrated that the rifaapioiu Character is carried only by the
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P subunit. This shows that the mutable sits affecting rifanpicinbinding is On the -subunit.
Wsbrli and Ataeheiia (1969b) have shown that rifanpicin is large
and complex, and that the stoichiometry of the eacrocyclic ring which
is responsible for complex formation, can be altered by simple changes
such as oxidation and hydrogenation of double-bonds. Such a iterat ions
reduce the efficiency of binding to the enzyme. In view of this
complexity, it is quite possible that not one but several regions of
the polypeptids, or indeed of other subunits, night be involved in the
binding of rifanpicin, each interacting with different parts of the
antibiotic (Durgess, 1971).
What is the precise manner in which rifanpicin prevents the
Initiation of polymerization? There is as yet no satisfactory answer
to this question. It was mentioned above that once the pro-initiation
complex has been formed, it is resistant to rifanpicin. It was formerly
believed (di Mauro et al, 1969) that in order to form this rifampicisresistant complex, the enzyme must have reacted with at least the first
purins nucleotide. Lill, Sippel and Hartmann (1969) have reported that
the template, enzyme, and magnesium ions alone are sufficient to form a
rifaa!pioia-resistant complex. They suggest that resistance is achieved
by the adjustment of polymers., to template prior to reacting with
substrate.
For the moment it can only be concluded that the drug inhibits a
vital step between the binding d enzyme to template, and formation of
a stable pre-initiation complex.

13.

II. Str•ptolydigin
Btrsptolydigin is an antibiotic produced by Strepto.yc.s lydi a.
For a thorough bibliography, and a compilation of physical and chemical

properties of this drug, the reader is referred to Umezawa at *1. (1967).
Addition of Btreptolydigin to Bacillus .sgsteriun was shown to stop
uracil incorporation, but the inhibition of transcription was easily

reversed by removing the drug from the medium (8iddhikol et al. (1969).
As an inhibitor of in vitro transcription, it is less effective that
rifanpicin; 100 times more streptolydigin than rifampicin in molar
terms is needwa to produce a given degree of inhibition (Siddhikol
X1 al. 1969). Inhibition by streptolydigin is strictly dependent on
the concentration of polymerase, not of 1*A, indicating that its site
of action is the enzyme (Casseni et al., 1971). The binding of the

drug to the enzyme appears to be weak. For example, a reaction aixture
containing enough streptolydigin to give 60% inhibition of RNA synthesis
shows no inhibition at all after being diluted 10-fold (Cassani et al.,
1970).
Bacterial mutants resistant to streptolydigth have been isolated,
and polymerass extracted from then is resistant to the drug I.a vitro
(Schleif, 1969;

Sokolava

1970; see Chapter 7, this thesis).

Exfimemts in 'which active holoeazyne was reconstituted from purified
subunits of •t15 end •tl' strains demonstrated that strptolydigin acts
on the p subunit of the enzyme (Bell and Zillig, 1970).

Addition of streptolydigin caused an Immediate cessation of RNA
synthesis by purified po]ymera.e & vitro, while rifanpicin produced
Inhibition only after a lag period of several minutes (øchlaif, 1969;
Siddhikol et al., 1969). Moreover, unlike rifanpicin, streptolydigin

14.

inhibited FM synthesis equally effectively before or after commencemeat of RNA synthesis in vitro (Caasani .t

, 19701 Cassani et .,

1971) • Those results suggest that streptolydigin blocks elongation
of nascent WA chains, rather than their initiation.
3d. Genetics of RNA polymera
Cr Iow1edge of the genetic, of polymerase is at present rather
limited. A system is readily amenable to genetic analysis if
(1) it serves * non-vital role,
and (2) it manifested itself in an easily detectable phenotype.
Polymerase falls short of these requirements.
Firstly, Its role, as we have seen, is vital to the life of the
cell; structural alterations in the holoeazyme which disturb the
fidelity of transcription will usually prove lethal. Recoe4ly, even
if a mutation resulted in a non-lethal alteration of the enzyme, or of
an initiation factor, it would often manifest itself only in a variety
of subtle ways which would escape detection by the conventional methods
of selection. Thirdly, techniques for directly investigating altered
eryme structure are rather demanding, and in vitro assays for subtle
changes in functional ability and specificity are generally limited
in range.
In spit, of these obstacles, a number of mutants of polymeras
have been isolated, which appear to affect Its function. These
mutants may be classified under the following headings.
Drug-resistant mutants.
Amber mutants of polymerase.
Temperature sensitive mutants.
Mutants which affect bacteriophage development.

15.
I shall here discuss only the general features of theee classes
of mutants.
Drua-r.a i.tant mutant.
Mutants resistant to r ifampicin, streptolyd igin and streptovaaicin
have been isolated • gxtracts of the.e mutants have bsn shown to
contain drug-resistant enzyme activity. A range of rif' mutants,
showing resistance to different concentrations of rifsapicin has been
Isolated (Mindlin et al., 1972 A1i¼hnian .t al., 1969). Fully
resistant mutants synthesize an enzyme to which the drug doss not bind,
the wild type snayes binding the drug strongly. The mutant K?
(Matzura .tal., 1971) synthsizea a polymarmaq which is sensitive to
rifaapioin, yet appears to bind the drug only weakly. Therefore cells
of K? treated with rifsapicin, can readily be made to re-start growth
by removing the drug. As we shall see, this mutation has been useful
in connection with the study of polymersse control.
As mentioned earlier, reconstitution of active holosnzyae from
purified subunits of TAId type, and rifaspicin - and streptolydigin resistant polymerase mutants, has mapped the drug-sensitivity site to

P.

Reconstitution studies have not yet been reported for str.ptovaricjn-

resistant mutants.
Approximately 80% of str r mutants isolated in one laboratory were
also resistant to rifaspicin (Tocchini-Valentinj. et , 1968). This
suggests that the binding sites for rifampicin and streptovarioja are
very cbse to each other. This is also probably reflected in the sods
of *tion of these drug., both of which inhibit the initiation
transcription.

step

in
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The degree of rifampicin-resistance can be altered by subsequent
tseapsr&tur.-sen. it lye autat tong (Habin.t, 1969). Same of the.. t.8
mutations appear to be polymerase structural mutations, altering the
configuration of the enzyme. A change in one part of the enzyme,
therefore, may sometimes affect the drug-binding properties of
another region.
mutations appear to be confined to a very smell region of

the chrososom.. Thus, a number of rif mutations have been shown to
belong to the same complementation group (Jacobson and Gillespie, 1971).
Furthermore, recombination between independently isolated
mutations to yield rif e recombinants has not been observed

(Mind Un

V1 WI., 1972) • However, recombination between rifampicin resistance
and streptolydigin resistance loci (which are both known to affect the
gene) has bow demonstrated (Mindlin

*1., 1972) • This separation

of the binding sites for rifanpicin and streptolydigin is presunably
related to the different ways in which the two drugs inhibit transcription, rifaspicin inhibiting only initiation, strepto]ydigin inhibiting
chain elongation.
Merodiploids containing a wild type and a drug-resistant polyaeraae

allele can be constructed by introducing into the cell appropriate
F-prime factors carrying the drug-locus (Austin and Scaife 1970). As
a rule, rif and Jr alleles are recessive to the wild type allele
(Khe.in et *1. 1971; Ilyina et al.,1971; Knusel and ScMess 1970).
This applies with less force to the stv

mutations so far described,

some CC which are dominant, and others recessive (*ra and Igarashi, 1968).
diploids contain distinct populations of rifasipicinsensitive and rifaapioin-r.sjstant polyasrase molecules (Austin et *1.,

17.

1971). What is the explanation for the observed in vivo dominance
of rifampicin sensitivity? One possibility is that the drug-bound
Rif' enzyme molecules remain attached to the promoter sites of the DNA,
preventing transcription by fully oomp.tnt

f

4

aol.cules • In

ja vitro experiments performed under conditions where the amount of DNA
template is limiting, a oompetition,b.twsen Rif r and Rif enzyme is
indeed observed (Ilyin.a .t al., 1971; Tittawal].a, 1972; Bordier,
1974).
Mutants are available which reverse this situation. A dominant

ZL

mutation ( L)haa been isolated and characterized (Kirschbaum and

Konrad, 1973).

This mutation results in a polyin.rase which is highly

resistant to rifampicin.

Presumably the enzyme molecule is altered in

such a way that it is capable of displacing any drug-bound RIf enzyme
molecules that may be attached to the template.
Mutants which invert the normal dominance of the ru 5 allele have
also been isolated (nt'

mutants; Austin and Scaife, 1970).

I CS

One

such mutation has been biochemically analysed; it appears to produce

a sensitive polymerase less able than its wild type parent to inhibit

11 vitro transcription by nifampicin-resistant enzyme, of limiting
amounts of DNA in the presence of rifampicin (Tittawella, 1972). These
findings have been confirmed by Hayward (pen, cc...).
1esin et *1. (1971) have characterized a mutant, producing a
similar phenotypic recessiveness of sensitivity. They report that
the polynerase produced by such mutants is indistinguishable from the
wild type, parental enzyme with respect to temperature-sensitivity,
rifsiapicin-senaitivity, DNA binding and stability of the enzyme-DNA
complex. In their nif 8/k diploids, an unusually high proportion of

BUr

enayme Is observed.

Apparently, their mutations result in a
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reduction in the amount of active sensitive enzyme made in thecell,
leading to the observed dominance of the rif 1' allele.
Usually when a growing

culture is treated with rifampieth

it grows at the pr-drug rate for about 1 • 5 generation times before
slowing down growth. This suggests that wild type dominance may be strong
only at a few promoters so that lethality is only very slowly established
(Bordier, 1974). I have observed that with a number of diploids of the
type rjL' p25/ri? 5r, the cessation of growth following rifampicin
addition is imeediate. Perhaps a major alteration such as that caused
by the aouble drug-resistant mutations weakens the binding of the
mutant enzyme to DNA, rendering the cell quickly '.ulnerable to wild-type
dominance.
Amber mutants
Bince in a r.tf,'rifT diploid, the rif' allele is dominant,
derivatives of the strain would be expected to grow in high levels of

f

rifampicin only if (a) there had occurred a mutation in the j
gene,
r
converting it to rif , thereby yielding a rifr /rjjr diploid; or (b)
a

or analogous mutation had arisen (see above); or (c) a

mutation prevented expression of the LM

gene so that the only source

Of functional polym.rase molecules was the ri? allele. By this
reasoning, Austin and aife (1970) obtained a number of polymerase
mutations belonging to class (c), which have been designated nt 0

.

Among this general class of rif 0 mutant, are amber mutants of polymerase
(Austin et ml., 1071 see Appendix).

These rif amber mutations have

been characterized by their patterns of suppression by

M

and

.

Two of the amber mutations cause a reduction in the relative rate of
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synthesis; az4 a polar amber mutation affecting both

P and' synthesis

1974).

has been tentatively Identified (yward
Temperature-sensitive mutants

A mabar of ti • mutants of polymeras* have been isolated
(Dabinst, 1969; Khesin ot al., 1968; Jacobson and Gillespie, 1968;
Patterson et al., 1971). These mutants have altered patterns of RNA
and protein synthsis at the non-permissive temperature, although such
criteria are obviously not sufficient to assign the mutation to
polymerase. Most of these mutants, however, have been shown to
contain a temperature-sensitive polyasrase activity

ja vitro. The

mutation To 103 (Jacobson and Gillespie, 1970) results in a temperaturesensitive polymerase which is defective in Its ability to initiate RNA
chains beginning with ATP on T? DNA. The ta. mutation, RCE 200
(binst, 1969) probably affects the structure of one of the polym.rase
subunits, preventing the synthesis and assembly (but not function) of
active polymsrase molecules at high temperature. The best characterized

t .s • mutation is k,hesin l a tax mutation which has been demonstrated to
affect the

P I subunit (Zillig, pers. co

.).

Interestingly, some of these mutations map some distance away from
the Lit locus. Thes• are discussed under "p positions".
In investigating polymerase regulation, it would be useful to have
a culture in which the response to a reduction in the number of functional
polymerase molecules in the cell could be studied • This might in
principle be achieved by shifting to the non-permissive temperature a
diploid strain containing wild-type, and a temperature dependent poly msr*se activity.
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Mutants which affect bacteriophajs function
Classical selection techniques cannot be readily devised to select
subtle changes in transcription patterns due to polyserase mutations.
Recently, however, bacteriophages have turned out to be a very useful
tool in amplifying these subtle dmngss. The procedure relies on the
fact that the first phags transcripts made af ter infection by DM
coliphages are due to host polymers.. activity. Any subtle functional
alterations in the host polymerase molecule, which previously escaped
detection, have now the chance of manifesting themselves in an easily
detectable phenotype e.g. burst-size and plaque-form of the phage.
The selection procedure can be strengthened by employing phagss
carrying chosen mutations in them • For .apl.
the development of wild-type

A

N mutants block

phages, whereas ran. mutants block the

development only of those phages which carry a specific mutation, mar,
which appears to affect the N gene. The ron mutation has been shown to
affect the p subunit of the polymers.. (Qysen and Pironio, 1972;
Georgoponlos, 1971). Both ron and arc N mutations appear to inhibit
interaction between RNA polymers" and the lambda N gene product
(which has a regulatory role in lambda transcription).
Map positions of polymsrase subunit XgM
Most of the known polymerase mutations map in a region which has
been charted as follow*:Met B (77.0) - gH (78.?) - bf. (78.0)- sup M, gly T (78.9') -

Lt' Lt. ron (791-.79.31) - .D.4
D (79.25 1

)

(

(79.38') - thl A (79.4')

Taylor and Trotter, 1972).

Biochemical studies have shown that ron mutations, and mutations
conferring resistance to rifampicin and streptolydigin, affect the
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subunit (Rabussay and Zillig, 19091 (ys.r and Pirwio 1972; Hell
and Zillig, 1970). The.w mutations map at about 79' on the latest
Taylor-Trotter (1972) geaetic map of!.
Indirect as well as direct .videnoe suggests that the 0 • gems is
closely linked to the p gone, the two forming pert of an oj*rcn transarThsd in the direction - p'. Using the

mutation, )tzwa

(1971) have shown that during restart of NM synthesis following a
period of inhibition by rifaapicin, 0 is synthesized prior to p..
Furthermore, the lag periods between re-start of transcription and the first
appearance of labelled P, and between the appearance of p and of p',
closely correspond to the time required to synthesize polypeptidss the
sins of P and • respectively. In an inverse experiment in which the
run-out of label in the p and p' subunits was measured after synchronous
repression of macromoiscular synthesis • concordant result, were obtained.
Recently, ~tie evidence of Irringtosi gt al. (1974) has established
the PP I opsron hypothesis much more firmly. Using a strain of !. coil
carrying an F-1 -factor spanning the W region of the chromesoma, the..
workers have isolated an .pisoi deletion ending within the
and which ezta leftwards into the nearby arz R operco. This
deletion, which has removed part or all of the rig gene azti all the
DM immediately to the 1sf t of j, has left the p ' pine carried by the
F' fully intact. This result indicates that the P 1 gene is located
to the right of rJJ

Furthermore, this deletion apparently places the

synthesis of the p. subunit entirely mI.r the control of the arz C8Iopsrosi • Since arm C1 is read La a clockwise fashion, these workers
conclude that p and p' come are both read in that dircticn, and that the

P • gene must normally be under the control of a promoter to the left of
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p, and hence coon to both genes.
yusrd St al. (1974) have tentatively identified a polar amber
ftation of P which affects p , synthesis, also suggesting linkage of
these subunit

BMWs

in

5

PP I opron.

Earlier, other evidence had also suggested that the structural
gene for another subunit is closely iinlosd to that of P.

The

rif 51 polymers*. mutation (Marshall and Gillespie, 1972) shows a
low P1 linkage with the rif locus, and may belong to a complementation
group which to different from the rif r polymerase mutants.
Jacobson and Gillespie (1971) have argued that the mutant To 103
sight belong to a different cistron than the one defined by the ri?
mutations.
Interestingly the RCS 200 mutation (Babin.t, 1969) is separated
from the chromosomal region defined by all other polymer..., mutants
by a distance corresponding to approximately 20% of the E. coil
chromosome.

It maps between j (1.2 0 ) and pro A (6.5 9 ).

Mutations affecting RNA synthesis which map outside the rif
region might well affect transcriptional factors which function
co-operatively with the polyneraae, rather than polymerase structural
gene..
I*. As

Methods

When studying the regulation of synthesis of a biological molecule,
It is essential to monitor the fluctuations in the level of this
molecule under a variety of physiological conditions. If the molecule
under study is a functionally simple enayns (e.g. p-galactosida..),
Its

Ja

vitro activity under a given set of conditions should be

proportionil to its concentration. For a functionally complex enzyme
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such as polya.ras.,

bOwS dSr,

it is hard to reproduce the conditions

under which it functions in vivo. This is because the amount of RNA
synthesized is a measure of a complex series of stops involving
binding of the enzyme to DNA, initiation of RNA synthesis, elongation
of the RNA thain, and termination of RNA synthesis. At each of these
steps a number of variables affects the efficiency of the enzyme, and
differently with respect to a great range of different genes.
Thus some polymerase molecules would not initiate due to inactivation, deficiency in initiating factors, or the pr.s.nce of inhibiting
polynuclsotid.a. Initiation may occur slowly, due to ionic strengths
which weaken binding to the template, low substrate levels, or a
limiting number of initiating sites. RNA chains may undergo premature
termination due to polymerase reaching the end of a short template,
transcription of a single-stranded region of the template, or productinhibition at low ionic strength. Enzyme which has reached a
termination point may be released slowly. Furthermore, the chain
growth rate itself may vary considerably, depending on nucleoside
triphosphate precursor levels, ionic strength, inhibiting divalent
cations, temperature and the nature of the template itself.
Although assaying for activity is Inadequate for purposes of
quantitating the total amount of polymerase in the cell, it is a
useful means of measuring the relative amount of two polymeras ap*ci.s
which differ in a single, well-defined character such as sensitivity to
an antibiotic. Thus the proportion of rifaapioin-sensitiveactivity
in extracts made from artificial mixtures of wild-type and rif r
cells of!. coli, is essentially equal to the proportion of wild-type
cells (by wet-weight) in the mixture (Tittawella, unpublished). In
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relative asasuremints of this type, the foregoing variables should
equally influence both species of enzyme, the only difference between
them being, prestbly, in their sensitivity to the antibiotic used.
The alternative method of assaying a biological molecule is to
directly estimate its amount in the cell • Only the

P and P 1 subunits

of polymerase can as yet be conveniently quantitated in this mar.
The technique most widely used is polyacrylainide gel .l.ctrophoreuis
in the presence of 8D8 and -reercaptoethanol. Under these conditions
the two subunits migrate well apart from other polypeptides in the
cell-lys*te, because of their very high molecular weight.
A detailed account of polymerase assays employed in the present
study IS given in Methods.
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Natural selection favours functional efficiency. Mechanisms

ensuring functional efficiency of proteins operate on three levels;
at the genetic level, where mutations change the structure
of protein. (i.e. polypsptide sequences),
at the level of conversion of genetic Information into protein
(i.e. control of gene expression),

and (c) at the level of deployment of proteins in the cell (i.e. control
of protein function).
In this chapter I shall be mainly concerned with (b).
For optimal functional, efficiency, particular gene-products should
be

synthesized at particular rates • Mechanisms regulating protein

synthesis can, in principle, operate either at transcription, or at
translation. However, translational control appears to

be

rare

amongst prokaryotes. The short half-life of prokaryotic ixRNA
molecules render, transcriptional control an efficient means of
adjusting to rapidly changing environmental conditions.
Given that the translational machinery is not limiting, the rate
Of rnthsis of a gene-product would depend on the frequency with which
rounds of transcription of that gene are successfully completed • The
frequency with which polyiierase molecules bind to DNA, and initiate
transcription of a given gene is partially determined by the inherent
structure of the relevant promoter site. Transcriptional regulatory
mechanisms include devices which alter the polymera.e-DNA interaction
either at the promoter site itself, or at a neighbouring region
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(operator), thus modulating the frequency with which rounds of transcription are initiated.
It must be mentioned that occasionally, transcriptional regulatory
mchanisms may involve alteration of polymerase-DNA interactions at the
point of termination of transcription. A possible ample of this is
the synthesis of the 'tielayed early" mRNA in bacteriophage

)s, (5e

Davison, 1973).
Usually three elements interact to regulate RNA synthesis.
are the operator, the re&tlator, and the effector.

They

The effector is a

stimulus calling for transcription of certain genes to be regulated.
It interacts with an appropriate macromolecule, the regulator, and
alters the affinity of this regulator for a specific operator site.
In this way the regulator transmits the stimulus on to the immediate
site of RNAL synthesis.
There are two ways in which a regulator nay act • It may be required
to permit the transcription of the gene (activator), or it may inhibit Its
transcription (repressor).

In the first case the control in positive,

and in the second case, it is negative.
The" ideas originate in the operon concept proposed by Jacob
and Monod (1961). In essence, these ideas are consistent with most if
not all data available on those prokaryotic regulatory systees which
have been studied in detail. However, this basic scheme has been
modified in a number of interesting ways, to produce subtle and complex
regulatory circuits which appear to apply in given cases. There Is as
yet no reason to suppose that a regulatory system for polymerase
synthesis cannot be accounted for by this concept.
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In the simplest cases the effector is the exogenous stimulus

itself. Thus when L-arabinose is supplied to I. ooli, it directly
combine, with a regulator protein, (0-gene product) whose action
switches on the synthesis of those enzymes needed for arabinose
metabolisii (Engelsberg &t 1.1., 1969). The effector may on the other
hand, be of intracellular origin, such as the end-product of a biosynthetic pathway (e.g. tryptophan, hiatidin.).

In this instance

the effector would cause the regulator to act negatively, and shut
off or reduce the rate of synthesis of those enzymes which catalyze
of such compounds externally

the synthesis of the effector • The availability ,Would, assuming the
organism is permeable to them, hasten the repression of the appropriate
genes.
In other cases the exogenous stimulus is modified to varying

degrees, so that the effector that finally combines with the regulator
is chemically different from the original stimulus. Thus lactose is

converted to allolactose (by a transgalactosidation activity of one
of the lac gene products - -ga1actosidase), and it is the allolactose
which probably combines with the repressor (Jobe and Bourgeois, 1972).
The significance of this conversion is as yet obscure.

A similar modification of the effector has been suggested in the
control of alkaline phosphatase synthesis in E. coil (Garen and Otsuj i,
1964). exogenous phosphate combines with the gene R

2 b product

("modifying enzyme") before the complex combines with the regulator
to effect repression of alkaline phosphatase synthesis.
Blat idine by itself cannot combine with the regulator to effect
control of the histidine biosynthetic enzymes. It has first to
react with tRNARI5, and it to the charged tRNARis which affects the

repressor by combining with it (see Goldberger, 1974).
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The regulation of a particular operon may be influenced by more
than one effector. This is referred to as "Multivalent regulation"
(see Reznikoff, 1972). Threonine, for example, is the precursor for
isoleucine bisynthesis. The synthesis of the threonine biosynthetic
enzymes in repressed by both isoleucine and threonine (Freundlich,
1963).
Let us now briefly consider the observations which led Jacob and
Monod to introduce the idea of a"regulator" and an "operator" in their
operon model.
It had long been known that bacteria could change their enzyme
coeposition in response to changes in the environment • The induction
of -galactosidase enzyme in E. coil grown on lactose, was one such
instance (see "The lactose Operon" • 1970).
Addition of isopropyl-3-D--thiogalactoslde (IPTG)' to K. coil
-galactosidase, galactosid

swiftly induces the

permease, and

novo synthesis of three enzymes; /galactoside

aoetylase. On removal of the IPICI, enzyme synthesis stops abruptly.
3-g1actosidaae catalyzes the hydrolysis of lactose, while the
perinease transports galactosides into the cell. The function of the
acetylase is unknown.
The induction of the three enzymes is co-ordinate; i.e • the
ratios of the rates of synthesis of pernease and of acetylase to each
other, and to that of -galactosidase, are constant and independent of
the extent of induction.

• This is a gratuitous inducer, i.e. a compound not metabolized by the
csll. It allows the kinetics of induction to be followed without
interfering vAth growth.
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Th• genes specifying f-gslactosidase, permease and ac.tylaae
(z, y and a, respectively), are contiguous.
Mutants can be isolated which synthesize large quantities of the
three enzymes in the absence of any known effector (eg. lactose or
IPTG). These mutations cocur in a gene, i, which is closely linked
to z, y and a, the order being i-z-y-a. Such mutants are referred
to as i coustitutives. Diploids of the type iz/iz, however,
synthesis. 3-galactosidase significantly only after induction. Thus
i is recessive, while the 1 allele is dominant even in the trans
position. The i zi&ut.ltions are pleiotropic; all three enzymes
constitutively synthesized in the absence of effector.
Another type of mutation in the 1-gene yields i
5

+

S

mutants. The

-

j phenotype differs from that of I or 1. in that enzyme synthesis
cannot be induced either by lactose or by normal concentrations of
J.PTG.

in diploids i is trans dominant to both i and 1. Like the

i mutation, i is pleiotropic in that all three enzymes are noninducible.
A second class of constitutive mutant, comprising the 00 mutants,
diff erred from the I alleles in that the dc mutants are dominant.
00 mutations are also pleiotroplc;

they map between the I gene and the

nearest end of the z gene.
0

C

mutations are dominant only in theposition. In diploids

of the type 0%A/04zB, whore

and

produce two distinguishable

forms of 3-galactosidaae, only the enzyria produced by the z
constitutive, while the z8 enzyme remains inducible.

gene is
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It was against this background of genetic data that Jacob and
Monod (1981) proposed their Operomi Model. They argued that there

suit exist a diffusible clamant in the bacterium (the i-gene product)
which can recognize both the effector and some structure specific to

the 3 enzymes (the operator, defined by the cis dominant 0 mutants).
This element transmit, the signal provided by the effector to influence
the synthesis of these enzymes, and no Others.
In principle, the regulator (i.e. the i-gene product) sight be
necessary for synthesis of the enzyme (positive control), or, it
might inhibit synthesis (negative control). The mechanism of

regulation can be deduced from the guietic data. For either type
of control, two types of mutants are expected: ccn.titutjvea and
non-inducibles. if control is positive, then the constitutive
mutation is expected to be dominant, since the mutation would fix the
element in the active form; while the non-inducible mutation is
expected to be recessive. The results reported above showed that the
opposite is true of lac. Therefore lactose control must be negative.
Jacob and abnod accordingly suggested that the 1-gene product is
a repressor, which can bind to a DNA region specific to the 3 enzymes
It controls • This is the operator defined by the cis-dominant 80
mutants. The 3 lactose genes are lind to each other, and to the
operator which co-ordinately regulates their expression. Jacob and
Maned called this composite unit of control the 'operon' and postulated

that regulation occurs at the level of synthesis of the mItNA for the
3 genes. According to this idea, the repressor combines with the
operator preventing mRNA synthesis. The effector, by binding to the
repressor dissociates it from the operator allowing mRNA synthesis to
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proceed. later, a second specific TIA site was proposed to exist
nearby, repressntat lug the initiation point for mRNA synthesis.
In 1961, the view was that repressors would turn out to be,
or to include, flW molecules. Subsequently, however, a number of
teL:peratureaenaitive mutations of the i-gene were isolated (Sadler
and Novick, 1965), as were nonsense mutations (Mflller-Hill, 1966;
Bourgeois •t al., 1965). Finally, the lactose repressor was isolated
and purified as a protein (Gilbert and MUller-Hill, 1966).
The accepted mechanism of action of the effector demands that the
repressor should be an allosteric protein. The repressor contains
two types of site, the operator-binding site, and the effector-binding
site. The binding ct effector alters the repressor's conformation
in such a way as to reduce its affinity for the operator. The I
mutations would either reduce the operator-binding ability, or destroy
the entire molecule; the i mutations would either modify the
effector-binding site, reducing its affinity for the effector, or
alter the interaction between the effector- and operator-binding sites.
Row does the regulatory protein, by interacting with the operator,
stop transcription of the operon? The promoter appears to be, at
least in part, functionally distinct from the operator, since mutations
in the promoter region, affecting the Laximum level of operon
expression, do not always affect repression (Miller, 1970; Maurer e t al.,
1974). The repressor couI in principle either prevent polymerase
from binding to the promoter, or block some subsequent step in, or
even beyond, the initiation of transcription.
Maizels (1973) has shown that the 5' end of an in vitro synthesised
lactose mRM molecule begins Just inside the lac operator region, and
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and includes * copy of most of the operator sequence • This result
suggests that in the lAc system, the bound repressor directly prevents
the polymerase molecule from initiating transcription.
The lac operator was sequenced by Gilbert and Maxan (1973). They
first isolated it as a double-stranded fragment of DNA that had been
protected, by the tigttly-binding lactose repressor, against digestion
by pancreatic Maw. The protected fragment is about 27 base-pairs
long, with a sequence having 2-fold symmetry regions.

Such a

sequence would in principle allow the operator DNA to take up a
cruciform structure (Gierer, 1966) which could be easily "recognized"
by the repressor protein molecule • An alternative hypothesis is
that the symmetric sequences pair with opposing subunits of the
lactose repressor (a stable tetramer of M.W. 160,000 dalton.), which
itself has two-fold rotational symmetry (Steitz ot al., 1974).
Unlike the ttramsric lactose repressor, the

1

-repressor has

been shown in vitro to consist of monomers, diners and tetraners In
equilibrium (Ptasbne, 1971).

Moreover, the operators

and °R of

have been shown to consist of multiple, non-identical binding
sites which are loaded by repressor subunits in a sequential fashion.

Allot et *1. (1974) and Meurer et *1. (1974) have mapped promoter
mutations within the

I

leftward operator region. This suggests that

In the °LL region of , as for lac, repressor may act by directly
preventing the initiation of transcription.
By the genetic criteria mentioned earlier, it appears that some
systems are at least partially controlled by regulatory proteins
("activator.") which act in a ooaitive fashion. Some exaipies are
the are system (nglesberg jjt al., 1966), the maltose (Mal) system

(Schwartz, 1967), and the rmnoss () system (Power, 1967).
Little is as yet known about how positive control elements act.
possiblylboy bind to the DNA thus enabling a neighbouring promoter
to bind polymerase-molacuiss more effectively, and so initiate
transcription more frequently.
The expression of catabolite-sensitive opsrons is believed to be
the lac enzymes,

under positive control. Glucose inhibits synthesis of, for emple,/
under conditions which would otherwise stimulate their production.
Glucose is also known to lower the level of 3 1 -5' cyclic AMP in the
cell, and the addition of cyclic AMP to cultures can overcome the
above glucose-repress ion • Ker ot al. (1970) have isolated an
E. colt protein which binds cyclic AMP, and Zubay at al. (1970) have
defined a similar function genetically. This protein is referred
to variously as CRP, CAP or CGA. It has been demonstrated that the
CAP protein, in the presence of its effector cyclic AMP, behaves as
a positive control element, giving polyrnerase the ability to efficistty
transcribe catabolite sensitive opsrons such as lac.
Based on genetic data, Beckwith ot al. (1972) have argued that the
promoter region contains a CAP binding site, although attempts to
demonstrate gene-specific DNA-binding by purified CAP factor have
yielded negative results (Rtggs j jt j., 1971).
In the L-arabinose control system of!. colt, the regulatory
protein

C product) appears to be capable of both negative and

positive control (Knglesberg, &t &l., 1965). The scheme for
control is given in Figure 3.1.
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P2

inducer
L-obinose
co-inducer

F opo-repressor

D

A

B

I

10

C

A repressor-inducer model for control of the i.arabinose system. The aroC gene synthesizes an apo-inducer (P 1
which acts at araO to prevent functioning of the operon. The addition of L-arabinose converts Pi to an activating species (P2) which
must act at oral if the operon is to function. P 2 can also interact
with gene araE to cause synthesis of its product. (After Engelsberg
Squires and Meronk, 1969)

)

2•1
Mutations have been isolated in I (10 mutations; Englesberg,
et al., 1969)

which permit expression of the ara operon even when

the ara C gene has a deletion.

Thus I must be the target site for

the positive regulatory function of the ara C product.

However, the

mutations do not by themselves generate ara transcription when
.in the presence of an ara C allele.

This is taken to indicate that

the ara C protein has a repressor function (in the absence of the
effector, arabinose) as well as an activator function (in the presence
of the effector).
Recent in vitro work has confirmed these views (Englesbergetal.,
1974).
A system may he regulated by the co-operative action of several
individual positive or negative control circuits.
example of this is the bacteriophage

A well-studied

("Bacteriophage

1 ", 1971;
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Echols, 19721 Iviaan, 1973) •

In this phage, ly.og.ny is

maintained through the action of a repressor, the product of gene
This repressor binds to the OI5tOJ5 OL and

CII.

OR'

effectively

shutting off the lytic capacity of the virus, which depends an the
sequential expression of the N and Q gene..
If, for any reason, the repressor ceases to act, the N-gene
Is transcribed. The N-protein is an activator of transcription.
There is evidence suggesting that N acts on the polynerase molecule,
not by stimulating it to commence transcription from a given promoter,
but by interfering with the recognition of two transcriptional stopsignals beyond which Iie the other genes responsible for the lytic
cycle.
N also activates expression of gem Q. The Q protein in turn
activates transcription of the genes for head, tail and lysis proteins.
.lktive1y littl, is known about Its mode of action.
The products of the oil and cii! genes probably act co-operatively
as activators of the repressor gem., CI.

The product of the ci gene

has the thml role of acting as repressor at the operators
and, as an auto-activator of its own gene.

Duch a dual regulatory

role has also been ascribed to the are C product (see above). A
further ooaplioat.d control circuit of) involving the product of the
gene gM, is as yet incompletely understood.
The i-gene product of the

system regulates the expression of

the a, y and a genes but not its own gene, which appears to be solely
under promoter control.
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A situation can be envisaged in which the expression of a
regulatory gene is under the control of its own product, or of the
product of one of the structural genes whose expression it originally
regulates. 8uch a regulatory circuit is a modification of the
original model proposed by Jacob and YAnod, but in essence conforms
to It. Goldberger (1974) has coined the tern "autogenous regulation"
to describe such closed-circuit iys!ma of control.
It has been reported that the rate of constitutive enzyme synthesis
by the fl.2 opsron in genetically derepressed E. colt (trpR) is governed
directly by the rate of initiation of transcription. This in turn
appears to be coupled to the rats of growth of the organism • euept at

very rapid growth rates (Rose and Yanofaky, 1972). These authors
have suggested that the coupling mechanism, which they term "Metabolic
regulation", may also serve to Co- Tdinate expression of thou genes

which, unlike trp, normally lack a specific regulatory mechanism.
This coupling mechanism might well consist of an intermediary metabolite
which in pre-requisite for every act of transcriptional initiation.
Perhaps such a simple regulatory system was the only one available in
primitive cells. The evolution of the regulator and the operator
would then have introduced a greater degree of subtlety and efficiency
into gani regulation.

37.
[iT vW]
RVIDZWX FOR OMMOL OF POLYIRAU 8YN'fl IS
The evidence for an active and specific control system for
polym.rsae synthesis comprises the following observations:
As Compared with certain other proteins whose concentration in
the cell shows a strong dependency on growth rate, the concentration
of polymerase molecules remains relatively constant over a wide range
of generation times.
Schleif (1967) has measured the ratio of the rate of synthesis
of ribosomal proteins to that of total protein in E. coil B/r In
balanced exponential growth, at 37 0C. In succinate minimal medium
he obtained a value of 0.08, and in glucose minimal medium a value
of 0.15 for this ratio.
Ecker and Sohaechter (1963) have shown in Salmonella typhimtritaa
that with increasing growth rate the number of ribosomes per genose

increases proportionately;

and Gordon (1970) has demonstrated that

in B. coli the ratio of translational factors, EF-T and EP-G, to
ribosomes is the came in different steady states of growth.
In contrast, Matzura et al. (1973) have shown for two strains of
B. coil that the relative rate of synthesis of P and P I subunits
does not greatly vary with growth rate
The second source of evidence for polymerase regulation is the
Observation that when the number of

P and P 1 gene copies per cell

is increased, there does not necessarily occur a corresponding increase
in the rate of synthesis of their geme products.
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Synchronously dividing cells show steps in their rats of

DM replication (Clark and Maaloe,1967). For synchronized cells
of £. ccli Sir, Pato and Glaser (1988) have demonstrated a stepwies
increase in the rate of synthesis of some induced enzymes (i .e. galactosictase, serin• daminaae, and tryptophanase) corresponding to
the doubling of the relevant genes.
Matzur* et aX. (1973), however, did not observe any such effect
with polymrase, in synchronized cells of E. coli B/r.
By using the appropriate episones, nisrodiploid strain, can
be constructed

which

are diploid for chosen genes (Austin and

Scaife, 1970).
Brenner and Ames (1972) studied the level of histidine tRM
In strains of Salmonella typhimuriuni wade diploid for the hisR 1
region, by the introduction of the episomo, F 1 14, covering this region.
They found a 3-fold Increase in the level of histidine tRNA when
compared with haploids, or with diploids in which the episome

covered only the hisW region.
Cassie et al. (1970) studied the level of the enzyme mthionyltBM synthetass, in an R. poli K12 strain carrying the F 1 32 episome
iowan to cover the structural gene for methicnyl-tRNA synthetase.
They found that the value wen four-fold higher than that of the
haploid strain, regardless of growth conditions.
The present author has compared the polymerase enzyme activity
In partially purified extracts from strains of E. ccli haploid and
diploid for the rif locus (Tittawsila, 1972). In contrast to the
foregoing observations, no significant difference in activity of
polymerase was observed between the haploids and diploids.
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Similar results have been obtained by Bass et al. (1973).
If an episone determined all the components of polyumrase core-enzyme,
i.e. a, P and P 1 polypept ides, but lacked the gene coding for G fctor, the cells of the inerodiploid strain would not have an increased
polymerase activity in spite of the presence of double amounts of core;
i.e. the number of G'-subunits would to limiting. In such a case the
excess core might be revealed by adding free G '- factor to cell-

extracts • Bass et al. (1973) performed this experiment and observed
that the addition of the sigma factor stimulates RNA synthesis by both
haploid and m.rodiplotd extracts to the same extent • Thus no excess
of functional core is detectable in the znerodiploid extracts.
Another possibility is that the episcas does not code for all
polynerase polypeptides but contains the structural gene for sigmafactor. In such a case merod iploide would produce an excess of
sigma-factor relative to the amount of core. However, Barns et al.
(1973) found that this is not the case since the addition of
exogenous core stimulates both haploid and merodiploid extracts to
the same extent.
Using S.D.S.-polyaorylamide gel electrophoresis, these authors
also determined the content of P and P 1 polypept ides in extracts of
long-term radioactively labelled Cells and found that the amount of
radioactivity in P and P 1 relative to that in total protein does not
differ between haploids and diploids.
Preliminary results with pulse-labell.d cells also showed the use
result.
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Ill • Kirschbaum and Konrad (1973) have isolated * defective,
specialized transducing

carrying the polymsraae mutation

a dominant, r ifampicin-resiatant *11.1. • This phags 'i DM
has been shown to direct the in vitro synthesis of the n-subunit of
polymerase, in * DNA-dependent protein-synthesizing system
(Kirschbaum, 1973).

In the rif/). d rif

lysogen, polymsra.e

activities resistant and sensitive to rifampicin were present in
about equal aac*ints • Thus in this heterodiploid both the
and the rif r genes are expressed at comparable levels • Moreover,
the rate of P subunit synthesis in the uninduced lysogen was the sane
as the haploid level.
It was expected that after induction of this phage, the rate of
p-subunit synthesis j& yjyo would increase substantially as a consequence of the replication of the Trif DM. However, only a twof old increase in the rate of a-subunit synthesis was observed.
o • The third line of evidence for polymerase control is the
observation that when a substantial proportion of the polymers"
molecules in E. coli is rendered inactive by rifampicin, the cell
responds by increasing the rate of synthesis of p and p subwLte,
and presumably, Complete polymerase molecules, by an absolute factor
of 2 to 3 (Tittawella, 1972; Hayward et al., 1973; see Appendix).
Some of the work reported in this thesis is a direct extension
Of the above findings. For details of these findings, the reader is
referred to the reprint in the Appendix.
The evidence for polym.rase regulation presented in the preceding
section in open to some criticisms.
• It has since turned out (Kirschbaum and Scaife, 1974) that this
defective phags carries the p e subunit gene as well as p.
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The problems encountered in assaying for enzyme activity have
already been discussed.
It is possible that the structural genes for certain polymersa.
subunits map outside the region of the chromosome covered by the F',
and it may well be possible that those subunits for which the cell is

diploid are rapidly degraded. in the case of the

I d rif lysogen,

however, a 8-minute pulse label failed to detect any 3 subunit
synthesis above the haploid level, although identical levels of the
labile Li lac repressor and wild type repressor have been detected
by a 8-minute pulse label after heat induction of transducing phages
carrying these different repressor alleles. Thus, if P subunits were
degraded, they would have to be degraded as fast as they are synthesized.
Using an 1mlntmochemical technique, Bass et al. (1973) have
obtained results which somewhat contradict their other findings
mentioned above. The interaction between polynera.se and its antiserum results in the loss of the enzyme activity, depending on the
amount of polymerase present in the mixture; the percentage of
residual polymerase activity following treatment with a given amount
of the antimerum.
antiserum.
rises with increasing amounts of cell-free extract
added. Using this system, these workers found that diploid extracts
possess about 28% more residual enzyme activity

than

haploid extracts.

Hayward et a].. (1974) have recently reported that in an exponentially
growing culture of an E. coil merodiploid strain in which the 3.L gsn•
we.e duplicated on an F' factor, XLFlO, the relative rate of synthesis
of +13' was 1 • 4 fold higher than that in the haploid. The measurement
of P and P 1 was dome following a 4 minute pulse-labelling period.
Based on the theory (Collins and Pritchard, 1973) that F' replication

-

12.

coincides with termination of rounds of chromosome replication, these
workers argue that most calls in a merodIplold culture growing under
their eerintal conditions should contain copies of

ja in

l.5 fold

excess over their haploid counterparts. These findings therefore
suggest at first sight that the synthesis of at least the P and P 9
subunits In not actively controlled.

When the above evidence is surveyed as a whole, it seems
probable that polyserase synthesis is indeed under some control more
specific than sere metabolic regulation. In the work reported in
this thesis I have assumed that it is; and I have attempted to
define the mechanism underlying such a control system.
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CWPlR 4
THE EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

In the work reported in this thesis, I have assumed that a
regulatory system for polymerass synthesis would conform to the
Jacob-Monod operon model described above, and have attempted to
define, or at least to limit the possible hypotheses for, its three
constituent elements, namely, the effector, the operator and the
regulator.
In other systems of control so far studied, the understanding
of the.e three elements has relied on the isolation of regulatory
mutants • For reasons stated earlier, such mutants are hard to
isolate for polymeraso.

Thus, non-inducibles should prove lethal;

and no selection procedure is available to isolate constitutive
mutants of polynierase - in the event of their surviving. It is
therefore necessary to adopt a somewhat speculative approach to the
question of polymerass control, basing such speculation on what
information we have of the structural and functional properties of
this enzyme.
In the absence of any regulatory mutants, I have carried out
physiological experiments on wild type strains • The logical way to
vary the rate of expression of the polymorase operon in these strains
would be to very the concentration of the appropriate effecor
for polymsrase synthesis.
What is the effector for polymerase synthesis? What stimulus
would signal the "need" for the expression of the polymerase operon?
While we cannot yet answer this question, it seems fair to assume
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that the cell would direct increased synth.sis of polyweraso when,
following addition of an improved nutritional source, the frequency
of transcriptional initiations has increased, and more polymerase
molecules are now engaged in transcription.
Therefore, at first gght we might expect "shift-up" experiments
to produce information relevant for the study of polymerase control.
A major disadvantage of shift-up experiments, however, is that the
new nutritional source would quickly alter the overall energy-state
etc • of the cell, leading to simultaneous re-adjustments of a
number of physiological processes including, perhaps, the de novo
synthesis of polymerase molecules. Since the rate of de novo p017rnerase synthesis is most conveniently measured relative to that of
total protein synthesis, any stimulus likely to shift the kinetics
of these two processes in the same direction would be ill-adapted
to study by this assay procedure.
Moreover, if the cell contains a pool of idle polymers** molecules
which is mobilized upon shifting the cells to a better nutritional
state, any response at the level of transcription of the polyaers.se
genes would be delayed and gradual, making the assay procedure
difficult.
In order to place a more direct constraint upon the balance of
supply and bmand for polymerase, I have used the polymrau-specific
drug, rifampicin, to inactivate part of the polymeraae population in
the cell. This is achieved by using rif 8/9 diploid strains which
contains both Rif and Rifr enzyme in roughly equal amounts. The
advantages of this approach are as follows.
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As far as we know, rifaapicin does not interfere with the
metabolism of the cell except through binding to wild-type enzyme.
Both active and idle wild-type polymersse molecules should
be equally affected by the drug, so that any metabolic re-adjustments
in the aoll are more likely to require a rapid do novo synthesis of
polymerase molecules, not merely a re-deployment of an "idle pool".
The diploids contain a substantial proportion of drugresistant enzyme molecules, which could respond to any stimulus
calling for increased synthesis of polymerase molecules after drugaddition.
We have previously reported that under these conditions and p ,
subunit synthesis is indeed induced In E. coil (Tittasella, 1972;
Hayward et *1., 1073; see Appendix).
In some experiments reported in this thesis, I have examined
the immediate stimulus for this induction of P and 1' subunit
synthesis. A priori, rifampicin could stimulate a polymerase
regulatory system at any one of three stages.
When the drug in free in the cell.
When it is bound to wild type enzyme.
3 • When the inactivated polymerase molecules cause
a perturbation in macromoleoular synthesis.
As far as is known, rifampicin has no effect on metabolism when it is
not bound to wild-type enzyme. I have attempted to distinguish
between 2 and 3 by studying the pattern of P and P 1 induction after
treating sti S,1t heterodiploids with the polymerase-specific drug,
streptolydigin. This drug differs from rifsanpicin in the way it
binds to polymrase molecules, but resembles it in Its ability to

4(.
abolish the enzyme activity of the polym.rase.
I have also made use of the rifaapicin-.induction of P and P 1
subunits in ru

8/1 diploids to increase the concentration of these

subunits, and presumably of complete polymerase molecules, in the
cell. In these experiments I have used a strain of!. coli containing,
in about equal amounts, Ilif' and Rif

r

polymers.. molecules. The

Rif enzyme is the product of a mutant allele, Ks?, and binds
rifanpicin reversibly. The Rfr enzyme Is the product of the
dominant LAID allele, permitting indefinite growth in the presence of
the drug.
After treatment with rifanpicin to induce P and P 1 synthesis,
the drug can be removed by washing the cells. Thus they should now
contain an abnormally high level of these subunits, in an active state,
1 have studied the effect of those extra subunits on the do novo
synthesis of P and 01
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PART II
MATERIALS AND METHODS
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MATERIAIA AND MU8

as

It.ri*lp

I.

!. coli strains
The strains of!. coli used in this work are given in Table I.

All

of these strains are K12 derivatives.

11. Solutions and growth media.
1W Salt mixture (4*)
z HPO

=2 PO4

28
12g

Nl

2g

NR4C1

4 g

Water

1L

(10

3U M8504 is added to all MP growth media Just

prior to us.).
Amino, acid solutions
Made as a solution of 2 ag al. and used
-

at a final concentration of 20 &g al. " .
Glucose
Made as 20% solution and used at a final concentration of
0.2%.
1W+ glucose Wi um
1W minimal salts (4*) diluted 1z4 in distilled water,

with addition of glucose to 0.2%, and thiamin and the
essential amino acids at a final concentration of
20 &g al, each.

Table I E. coil strains

GENOTYPE

STRAIM
H str

rcAi rif 5 sti

1.

AJ 1

2,

AJ7

3•

#438

4.

AJ39

5.
5•

AM2

6.

AM38

7

AM3

S.

1171

F

.!G a.tB his thi g.t.! r recAl

9•

1147

F

&& ..tB his

1.0 •

E900

11 •

E114

IE&G m9tB his thi str1 recAl ni 5 stl'/KLFlO ru5 ,ir

12 •

CA8000

1LH thi

-

g(; aetB atr

F

recA 1 rif 7 stl

aetB .trt recA 1 rif5 sti'/hLFlO rif 7 iti' wtB
E
F

metB

ecAl 14 gtl'/KIPiO ru 5 sti' intB
-7

AEgG metH strr rcA]. Xii7 it].

tw

uet8 atz
tB

rcAi K,? .ti'/KLFlO nif

it].

rocAl K*i7 .tl'/KLFiO

th , str

L1' L1.L'

r recAl rifsflr

B his thi str' recA 1 nt 5 ,tl'/KLFlO

5t1

0

USte

Table I (costd.) E. coil strains

SThA IN
1.

AJ1

2.

AJ7

3.

AJ38

4.

AJ39

5.

k'

S.

AMU

7.

AM3

S.

X1?1

REMARKS

REPERICE

8.J. Austin

Austin and Scaif. (1970)
U

•

mutation

U

Austin .t *1. (1971)

KLF10 rif recombinant of A) 1

U

N

N

N

KLF1O nt5 recombinant of AJ7
Matzura •t *1. (1971)

Kjrschbsuw sad Konrad (1973)

17 P1 tranaductant of AJ1

Author

IUI1O nif 7 recombinant of AM2

'I

KL1'1O

U

recombinant of A1iL2

Kirschbaum

X]47
E900

SOURCE

N

-

KLZ1O rif recombinant of X171

Author

E114

J. Kirschbaum

CA8000

J. Beckwith

+ glucose + Casastho acida di
149+ glucose medium containing DUco csaaaino acids at 1.5%
WI,,.

b-broth
Difco tryptone

10 g

Yeast extract

5 g

MaCi
Water

10
1 L

Oxoid broth
Cbcoid No. 2 broth powder
Water

25 g
1 L

149 Mi n imal a gar
149+ glucose medium containing Davis Now Zealand
-1
agar at 20 gL.
III. 0.1 Solutions
30% scrylaaids + 0.8% biiacry1aids
Acrylamide (Serve, Heidelberg)
Bisacrylamids (Sorva, Heidelberg)

30 g
0.8 g

Made up to 100 ml with distilled water, and stored
at 4°C.
Lower Trio (4x
Trio HCI (Sigma Chen. Co.)
10% Bodium dodsoyl sulphate
(BDH Chemicals Ltd.)

18.17 g
4 ml

Made up to 100 ml with distilled water, and pH
adjusted to 8.8 with concentrated NCI.
Gays 1.514 Tris, 0.4% SDS.

UDr Trio (4x
Trio IIC1

6.06 a

10% ADS

4

Pi

Made up to 100 ml with distilled water, and pH
adjusted to 6.8 with concentrated Iti.
(vs 0.5M Trio, 0.4% ADS.
Trig-Glycins R.s.rvoir Buff er (4*)
fri. IC].

13

Glycin. (DDE (licals Ltd.)

57.6 g

a

Made up to 1000 ml with distilled water and pH

adjusted to 8.6 with concentrated NE40H.
Gave 0.111 Trim, 0.77M glycin..
Sample Buffer
Glycerol

20

ml

A

Li

10% ADS

30

ml

Upper tris (4x)

12.5 ml

2-msrcaptothno1 (Sigma Chen. Co.)

Bromphenol blue (Sigma Cbs.. Co.)

mg

5

Umds up to 100 ml with distilled water.
Cvs 20% glycerol, 5% 2-usroaptoethanol, 3% 81)1,
0.005% brcsiph.nol blue, 0.0625M Iris, pH G.S.
Stored frozen.
Aximonium psrsulphate
Ammonium psrsulphats (BDH Cbs.Joals Ltd.) 100 ag
Distilled water
Made up fresh for each experimment.

1 ml

. 0.

ThiED
'I

$/ N, N N - T.traa.thyl.thyl.nSdiamifl. (Kodak-Eastman)
Radiochicals
All radiochs.icals were obtained from the Radiochemical Contra,
Amarshan, Ducks, England.
Drugs
Rifampicin was a gift from Iapstit Pharmaceuticals, Milan, Italy.

Strsptolyd igin was a gift from Dr • 0 .B • Whitfield, Jr., of

Upjohn Company, U.S.A.
Sointillants

F.

£.lvork
Toluene

360 ml

PPO (Packard Instruments
Inc.)

1.44 g

NS Solubilizar (Aa.rsh40
Sarl• corpn.)

ml

is am

ml

POPOP (Packard Instrumints Inc.)
?oc RNA

3.6

40.36 mg

DNA and prot.in mitimationa
Toluene

1

L

Butyl-P) (CIBA)

5

g

Foraol-Saline

10% formaldehyde solution in call-buffer.
Cell-buffer =
KH2PO4

30

g

No2O4

70

g

mom

40

g

2

g

10

L

Mg04 7020
Distilled water
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b. Methods
I. Enzyme

Preparations

Roth Crude as well as purified preparations of EM polymerase
were used • The purified preparations were DEAE eluat•s of the
Chamberlin-Berg procedure (1962). Ipeoif to activities of 1000-2000
obtained. The cells were

units/aim protein wars/grown In bulk in a fermenter, and stored at
-500C prior to extraction.
For crude extracts cells were grown in omoid nutrient broth
after inoculating from overnight minimal plate cultures • The cells
were harvested well in log, phase. One litre of culture yielded
about 1.5 g (wet weight) of cells.
The extraction procedure consisted of the first steps of
urgsss' procedure (1969) omitting the nucleass treatmentto The
calls were resuspended in 3-4 volumes of Burgess buffer 0, in a
suitable container, which was placed in an ice-bath and sonicated for
20-second periods, with 60-second intervals in between for cooling.
6-6 such bursts were sufficient to disrupt 95% of the cells - as
Indicated by a loss of turbidity in diluted samples. The final
pellet from the aonium sulphate fractionation was dissolved in
Burgess buffer A, and stored at -50 °C. The activity appeared to be
stable for many weeks, and was completely dependent upon DNA addition
when assayed as described.

3

II • Enzyme assays
Two assay methods were employed. They were both based on the
original procedure of Chamberlin and Berg (1962). The reaction
mixtures (0.1 ml, usually) contained:
0.04 11 tris-1E1 (p11 7.8 - 7.9)
4

am MgCl2

1

am

HUM

0.4 aM each of the four riboaucleosid.-triphospbates
12

aM 2-nercaptoethanol

600
and sufficient
0.5 mCi m.m01

*g al. *1 salmon sperm DNA
14

C ATP or Cfl'P to give * final specific activity of
The amount of enzyme used was 2-10 units, per 0.1 ml

reaction.
In the case of crude extracts, 2 aM potassium phosphate (pH 7.8)
was used to inhibit the polymerising activity of polynucleotide
phoaphorylase present. Yeast EM (10 &g m1) was added to provide
a competitive substrate for the phoephorylase and any other ribonucleases present • 0.2

M MCI was also added to prevent RNA inhibition

of the EM poly.erass (Richardson, 1969).
The high concentration of DNA used in these assays was especially
important in connection with experiments designed to study the different
classes of polymerases which the asrodiploids might contain.
The use of an excess of DNA should minimise any possible intorforonce between different classes of polym.ra.e, at the DNA level • The
use of a heterologcu, "unspecific" DNA was designed to minimise
transcriptional specificity, and so reduce the likelihood of competition between different classes of polymerase for accessory transcription
factors, or even for signa subunits (if limiting).
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Whenever the response to rifampicin or streptolydigin was to be

measured, the reaction mixtures were pro-incubated in ice for 10
minutes with the chosen concentration of the drug. They were
afterwards incubated for 10 minutes at 37 0C.
The reaction mixtures were either 0.28 ml or 0.1 ml in volume.
7bo 0.25 ci reactions were stopped by transferring the tubes to ice
and ienediat.ly adding 300 &g of ice-cold yeast carrier RNA followed

by trichloroaoetio acid to give * final concentration of 5%. After
standing in ice for a minimum of 30 minutes they were filtered through
glass-fibre filters (pro-soaked in 0.05M sodium pyrophosphato to
saturate the polyphosphate-adsorbing sites on the fibres) or through
"Millipore" membranes (MWP/02500/0.45 ).

The msranes/f liters

were washed with three 5 ml aliquots of toe-cold 5% TCA (containing

odium pyrophosphato in the case of the glass-fibre filters) followed
by 80% ethanol, dried in" oven, and counted in a toluene- butyl PBD
(CIBA) scintiUant.
7he 0.1 ci reaction mixtures were incubated for 10 minutes at
370C, chilled, and soaked up immediately on to 2.3 cm Whatnan No. 3
MM filter papers • The papers were dropped without delay into ice
cold 5% TCA • containing pyrophosphate. After 30 minutes gentle
swirling in ice, they were treated with 90% ethanol, dried, and
counted.

:L

III. RNA and protein labs11ig
8traina were grown overnight on suitably supplemented U9 agar,
and sub-cultured into the corresponding medium. Growth was followed
by Klett spectrophotometry (Filter 66), experiments being carried out
In aid-log phase (Klett 30-80). To provide * measurement of the
*

"it

Of

the number of cells in any sampla, DNA was continuously

labelled with 5pCi al

'4C-thyaine (about SOCi aol) plum cleoxy-

g*nosin• (225 I &C a1) 3-4 generations before the time of drug
addition. Unless otherwise stated, 0.26 ml aliquots were withdrawn
at various tines before and after addition of rifaspicin or strepto-

lydigin as appropriate. These aliquots were pulse-labelled by
continuing growth for 1 minute in the presence of 1LCi 5- 3H-uridine
(lag ml) to label

, or li 4, 5)5-leucine (lpg al) to label

protein. Incorporation was stopped with ice-cold 6% trichloroacetic acid and measured as acid-insoluble radioactivity (following
15 minute, 750C washes in the case of 3n-1.uclni.) as described
previously (Hayward et al., 1973; Appendix).

IV Etimatic(a of the rate of polyaeraie D sji 0' subunit ainth..L,
Mg IM SD8-polyacrylaa1de gel electrophoresis.
The method used was based an that of Laenli (1970).
and

P I subunits of polymerne, with molecular weights of

about 155,000 and 165,000 daltouis respectively, are among the largest
polypsptides in the call, and under the appropriate conditions L L tJ have sufficiently low electrophortic mobilities to be well

separated from the bulk of other polypeptides.
For pulse labelling experiments 5 al aliquots were withdrawn from
exponentially growing U9 minimal cultures, and labelled (expect where

Otherwise stated) for 2 minutes with 3H-lucine (60 Ci m.mol.) to
ui1.,
and grown in unlabelled
give $ final concentration of 10 j&Ci
leucine (200 pg ml.) for a further 2 minutes.
Whenever the accumulation of

P and P ' subunits was to be estimated,

311-leucine (14 pg ml -. l ; 1.4 pCi pg ' ) was added to the parent culture,

and 6 ml aliquots were withdrawn at various times into unlabelled
lucine (200 pg ml) for chasing.
The following procedure is common to both pulse-labelled, as

well as continuously-labelled cultures.
The chased culture was treated with sodium aside (0.05M) and
immediately transferred to a conical centrifuge tube which had been

pre-chilled in an ice/water bath • The culture ens centrifuged in
the cold (2000 g x 10' at 2°0, the supernat• poured off, and the
call pellet briefly drained.

cold 10 2U

Mg604 ,

The calls weresuaponded in awl ice-

centrifuged, the supernato poured off, and the

pellet drained. The pellet was suspended in 0.2 ml La.esmli sample
buffer (containing no 8D6; see Materials).
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At this point a small volume (5-20 &1) of "marker" polymeraea
(purified by the Chamberlin-Berg procedure) was added as approximately
4 j*g

AV

protein per gel.

0.08al of 10% 8DB (to make 3%) was then added, and the tubes
heated for S min in a boiling water bath. The lysate was now ready
fo'

11i. or storage at -50°C.
Except where stated, 5% acrylawide gels were used •

recipes are given below.

The gel

The ingredients are given in Materials.

lower gel
9210 1

1120

23.2 ml

Loser Trio (4,0

10 ml

30% Acryl + 0.8% Bi.

6.7 ml

ammonium persdje.

0.15m1

TE)

20 ILl

Total volume of solution = 40 ml (about 20 gels, 10 cm).
Upper gel
3% gel
3.2Smal
Upper Trio (4x)

1.25m1

30% Acryl + 0.8% Bis

0.50101

ammonium pers&kL floJe

15 PI
5

jAl

Total volume of solution = 5.0 ml (about 10 gels).
The gel tubes wars prepared as follows. Glass tubs. were 12 an
long, with 5 me inside diameter. The ends ware polished to remove
sharp edges. The tubes were soaked overnight in chromic acid at room
temperature, rinsed in r—ing tap water, then in distilled water, and

dried in an oven. The tubes were dipped for 10 weconda in s R.pel0ot.
(a 6% solution of dimsthyldichlorosi]ane in carbon tetrachloride), and
drained vertically, tapping off excess solution with a tissue. The
latter process was repeated twice more and the tubes were dried in a
120

0

C oven for 30 minutes.
When cool, the bottoms of the tubss were sealed with paraf tin.

7be tubes were marked 9 and 16 an from the top, and placed in a
vertical holder.
All gel solutions were equilibrated to room temperature. The
lower gel solutions were mixed with the exception of T. The
mixture was filtered by gravity through Whitman number 1 filter paper,
and degassed by swirling in a suction flask for 10-16 seconds •

TID

was then added, and after mixing the solution it was poured into the
gel tubes

UP

to the lower mark. Immediately the gel solution was

overlaid with distilled water using a Pasteur pipette with a finely
drawn tip, allowing the tip to touch the well just above the surface
of the gel solution.
When the lower gel had polymerized, the upper liquid was shaken
off and the top of the gel was washed 2-3 tin., with distilled water.
The upper gel solution was then aimed, with the exception of 1M!D,
filtered, and degassed. The upper surface of the polymerized gel was
washed with several drop, of upper gel solution, and the excess drained
briefly.

TV) was added to the remainder of the upper gel solution,

and after sizing, the tubes were filled to the upper mark with the
solution. As before, the gel solution was overlaid with water, and
the water drained off when the gel had polymerized. The top of the
polymerized gel was washed 2-3 tines with distilled water before

Li C-

overlaying to the bria with reservoir buffer ads up as follows:
125 al Trim-glyoine (4*)
5 al 10% IDa
sade up to 500 .1 with distilled voter.
The parafila from the bottom of the gel tube. was replaced by gauze
to prevent gels from slipping out, and the tubes were transferred to a
8hndon Sol apparatus.
W 09
41a,4_ beeh
If the labelled lyuts a frozen, it && thawed and reheated for
1-2 minutes in a boiling water-bath before applying to the gels.
When cool, 30-40 j&I of the lysate was applied to the top of the gel
using an Ippsndorf autopipstts.
The lysates were 'stacked' for 2 hours at a constant current of
0.5

sA/gel, and run for a further 6 hours at 2 M/gl. The electro-

phoresis was performed at room temperature.
After electrophoresis, the gels expelled from their tubes and
stained for 3 hours at room temperature in a solution of Methanolglacial acetic acid - 1120 (8:1:5), containing 0.25% Coosassie Brilliant
Blue (previously filtered through Whatsan No. 1 filter paper).
The gels were destained with gentle agitation at 370 in a
solution of 7.5% acetic acid - 5% methanol.

The gels were frozen in crushed dry ice, and sliced into Inm
sections, The slices were placed in scintillation vials, and to each
was added 5 .1 of NC8 gel scintillant. The vials were tightly
capp?c

and incubated overnight at 37° , or until the gel slices had

completely swollen • After cooling, and sizing the contents, the vials

3 y.

were counted in a liquid scintillation cater.
Aliquots of the lyasts were directly mixed with 5 al of tICS
scintillant and counted for estimation of radioactivity in total
prote in.

-

V. C.11-ashin& ppdus
All operations were performed at 37 °C using pre-warmed apparatus
and media. At the required times aliquots (10 .1; K1ett, <30) of
the culture were transferred to a "Iillipore" membrane (HAWP 02500;
0.45 &; 47 a) mounted on a "Millipore" filter apparatus, and
filtered with suction. The cells were washed an the membrane by
passing through 3 x 30 al aliquoto of pre-filtered washing sodium.
The membrane containing the washed cells was transferred to a tube
containing the appropriate m.diva, and the cells released into the
asdiai by agitation. The washed cells were used as described in
the Jigure-isgunds.
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Re lativeGXDrgqgIcft of spisonal a1 chro.osoal ppI operons

a•

and p' subunit
The F' factor, KLF10, carrim both the P
of

•A

9009s

pOlyesrase (Erringtoii St *1., 1974). The Bones sham a

coon operon, and are co-ord LustS ly expressed (Err ington et al.,
1974; Watsura lt al., 1971). By pulse labelling experiments with
exponentially growing KLF1O merodiploid strains, the ratios of +'
to total protein (TP) synthesized have been determined for .v.ral
growth rates (figure 6.1). The values obtained for p and 0 1

represent the Joint contribution of tie relevant episceal and chro.oonal alleles • The '/TP ratio increases only 1.27-fold while
the growth rate of the culture increases 3-fold (i.e. p 0.6-lI 1.5).
These results with serodiploid strains confirm the earlier observat ices with haploids (ILatzur* et ., 1973) and suggest that the
synthesis of polymerase is controlled.
The shape of the activity V rifampicin concentration curve
obtained when extracts of rif 8/B h.terodiploids are assayed in the
presence of excess DNA template, suggests that these strains contain
two distinct populations of wild type and Rfr poymerase molecule.
also sea Figures 7.1

(Austin st al., 1971;
8.1

).

and

I shall assume that the degies of the partial

loss of activity seen in these assays is proportional to the fraction
of nlymerase molecules in the cell, which are wild type (Rif).

Figu re G .

leucine incorporated into 3 and p' subunits (as % of total
label incorporated into protein) in four E. coli 1(12 merodiploid
strains, as a function of growth rate (ft).
Strains AJ 38, AM 38 AM 3 and AJ 39 were grown in either M9+
glucose medium or 119+ glucose + aminoacids medium (see Methods).
The extent of aeration of the cultures varied somewhat from one
experiment to another.
photometry (filter 63).

Growth was followed by Klett spectroDuring mid-log phase aliquots of the

culture were labelled with II leucine, and the amount of radioactivity incorporated into the P plus 3' subunits as against total
protein, was analyzed by polyacrylarnide gel electrophoresis, as
described under ethods.
AJ38
AM38

0

AM
AJ39

TP
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By employing this method the Rif':Rif

r

enzyme ratios in extracts

of log-phase, IFIO merodiploid strains of the type rif S/R and

nt R/B war* determined (figure 6.2). It is seen that the proportion of spisceal polymeraae activity declines with increasing growth
rate of the culture. This happens irrespective of whether the strain
Is nt B/R or rU 5/8, suggesting that what determines the fluctuations
in enzyme ratios is the position (i.e. whether episomal or chromosomal)
of the polymerase genes, not their natur*.
If we assume that all, or a constant fraction of the P and P 1
subunits are incorporated into functional polyinerass molecules, it is
possib]e by oompsning the results presented in Figures 6.1 and 6.2 to
separately estimate the '/TP ratios for the episonal and chromosomal
' operons. These values are given in Figure 6.3. It is seen
that the value for the episomal PP I operas declines with increasing
growth rate of the culture, while that for the chromosomal operas
shows an increase.
There is evidence suggesting that over a mids range of growth
rates the number of copies of 0 factors remains between one and two
per chromosome (Frame and Bishop, 1971), and that

F'

episome replic-

ation coincides with termination of rounds of chromosome replication
(Collins and Pritchard, 1973). There Is also evidence that at faster
growth rates those chromosomal genes that replicate early in the
replication cycle are present in several copies per cell as compared
with those genes that replicate late (Cooper and Hslastetter, 1968).
The PPI operas, whose location (79 1

)

is close to the origin of

replication, would fall into this category.

Figure 6.2
The percentage of polymerase activity coded for by the episomal
pp' operon, as a function of growth rate

(t).

Different rif S/ft and rif fl/S strains were grown as described
in the legend to Figure 6.1, except that in order to obtain faster
growth rates, the following growth media were also used: M9 +
glucose + casamino acids, L-broth and oxoid nutrient broth.

For the

latter media episome retention was always checked after growth.
When losses were observed, and were not greater than 10%, the results
were accepted, the losses being corrected for in the subsequent
calculations.

Cells were harvested either in mid-log phase of the

culture, or in stationary phase

([L--O

in figure), and partially

purified enzyme preparations were made and assayed as described under
Methods.

The percentage of episomal polymerase activity was

estimated by comparing the total enzyme activity with the activity
which survived 10g/ml of rifampicin.
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Figure 6.3
Episornal and chromosomal pp'/TP ratios as estimated from the
data presented in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
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7be fluctuations in the rates of spisosal and chromosomal P and

Pe synthesis reported in this section are consistent with, and serve
as further evidence in support of the foregoing views.

In maintaining the overall rate of P and P I synthesis within
the marrow limits set by the regulatory system, the cell appears to
accommodate the high dosage of chromosomal ' genes produced by
fast replication by simultaneously reducing the rats of expression
of (presumably) all the ' operons • This is indicated by the absolute decrease in the rate of expression of spisomal ' opercils with
increasing growth rats • This in turn suggests that a transactive
regulatory component is involved in the regulation of the PPI operon.
b • lxpresiion of spisomal and chromosomal ' opeross in rif SA
merodiploids growing in the presence of rifanpicin
Addition of rifanpicin to wild type cells leads to immediate
cessation of growth (Austin st al., 1971). Therefore, in rif S/R
merodiploids transcription that takes place after rifampicin
addition must be due solely to the activity of RifT polymerase
molecules. Certain rif S/Il isrodiploids continue to grow indefinitely
in the presence of rifaapioin (see Qiapsr 1, section d). In these
strains, RIf r enzyme must continue to be synthesized. (We assume
that no detoxification mechanism or rifanpicin permeability barrier
develops; there is no evidence that!. cpU can produce such
effects.) However, it is more difficult to establish whether or
not drug-sensitive polya.raae molecules continue to be synthesized
one

after drug addition. For example/hypothetical mechanism whereby
Rif polymerass molecules might fail to be synthesized IS as follows.

The partially synthesized Rif

a P polypeptids might offer a binding

sits, for rifanpicin. Drug binding might then interfere with the
subsequent folding of the polypeptide chain and invite protolytic
degradation of the P subunit.
I have investigated this type of possibility by estimating the
ratio of flit' to Rif r enzyme in a rif S/R strain before, and after
five generations of growth in rifampioin. The strain used was
AM3 (see Materials). This strain, which synthesizes both Rif 5 and
Rif Z' polymers.e molecules in the absence of the drug (Figure 8.1
continues to grow in the presence of rifampioin,
the ri? mutation being domint • If the synthesis of flit' enzyme
ceases upon drug addition, so that the only source of polymers.
molecules thereafter is the ri? allele, it is clear that the fraction
of flit

5 polymers.e molecules in the cell should undergo a progressive

reduction. Since in the presence of the drug AM3 continues to grow
indefinitely at the normal rate,

fljft

enzyme must continue to be

synthesized at least at the normal pre-rifaapicin rate. If Rif
enzyme synthesis ceases upon drug addition, five generations of
growth in the presence of the drug should reduce the fraction of flit 1
enzyme molecules from about 0.7 (see Chapter 6, Section a) to about
o.02.
How can the fraction of Rif ' enzyme be assayed when these
molecules have already been inactivated by the drug? In the absence
of satisfactory radio-labelled rifanpicin, it is first necessary to
remove the drug f.

the Rif polymerase. This cannot be done with

wild type enzyme since rifampicin binds almost irreversibly to it

(see Chapter 1, Section a) • AM3 however synthesizes a mutant flit
polymerase to which the drug binds relatively weakly (s.. Chapter 1,
Section d). It is thus possible to remove it simply by washing the
cells on a 'Millipore' membrane.
Figure 6.4 shows the cessation of SM synthesis when rifasipicin
is added to AU2, the otherwise i.ogsnic
8.3 ( -

F

parent of AM3. Figure

-----) shows the iediate resumption of some RNA

and protein synthesis upon removal of rifampioin from AV2 by washing
the cells on a 'Millipor.' membrane. Figure 8.4 shows that it takes
about 20 minutes for the rate of RNA synthesis to resume the norn*1
value after removal of the drug.
The method I have employed to estimate the Rif 5 tkif

r

enzyme

ratios in cells from rifampicin-trested cultures is indirect. It
relies on the observation that the lowest level to which the rate of
RNA synthesis falls soon after addition of rifaapicin to rif S/R serodiploids is dependent on the mean Rif :ai r enzyme ratio in the cell
(see Hayward at a).. • 1973, Figure lb, Appendix).

In the extreme cases,

addition of rifampicin to rif 5./h merodiploid strains has no effect an
the rats of RNA synthesis whereas addition of the drug to rif 8/8
strains leads to a rapid and complete cessation of RNA synthesis.
In Figure 6 .6

are presented values obtained for the percentage

reduction in rate of SM synthesis occurring within a few minutes
after addition of rifaapicin to ru 8/fl merodiploid strains, growing
at various rates. Figure 6.6 also shows the values obtained for
Rif :Rifr enzyme ratios in In vitro assays of log-phase ru 8/fl
merodiploid extracts. The correlation is fair.
• The percentage fall in the rate of EM synthesis is consistently
lees than would be directly predicted, based on the in vitro assays
of extracts • This is probably due to a rapid compensation
mechanism involving flifr enzyme molecules, which in discussed in a
later section.

4yreG.4
Rate of RNA pulse-labelling in the rif S strain AM2 during
rifampicin treatment and following drug removal.
The details of the pulse-labelling and washing procedures are
given in Methods.
Cells were grown in M9 medium, and DNA was continuously labelled
to provide an internal estimate of cell number. Rifampicin was
added to a final concentration of 500 (i.g ml.- 1, and incubation
continued for 60 minutes, after which the cells were washed on a
'Millipore' membrane and resuspended in fresh M9 medium.

At

various times 0.15ml aliquots were taken, and incubated for 60.5
in the presence of 0.75 JiCi 5- 3 H-Uridine (29 Ci m.mol ' ) to label
RNA.

The figure shows RNA/DNA labelling ratios relative to the

ratio before rifampicin addition (taken as 1007c).
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Figure 6.5
The percentage Rif polymerase activity and the depression in
rate of RNA synthesis following rifampicin addition in the rif
strains AJ38 and AM3 as a function of growth rate

sin

(pP).

The values for % RiIS enzyme activity have been calculated from
the data given in Figure 6.2.
The detailed procedure for determining the rate of RNA synthesis
Cultures were grown inthe following media:

is given in Methods.

M9 + glucose; M9 + glucose + amino acids; M9 + glucose + casamino-

acids.

The rate of RNA sy rithesis was followed before and after

addition of rifampicin (200 p.g ml.- 1 for AJ38; 500 p.g ml. -1 for
AM3) by pulse labelling 0.2 ml. aliquots for 60
DNA was continuousi

uridine (4.6 Ci m.mol

an internal estimate of cell number.

S

r

with 1 tCi 5-Hlabelled to provide

The figure shows the lowest

RNA/DNA ratios obtained a few minutes after rifampicin addition,
relative to the ratio before drug addition (taken as 10076).
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Figure 6,6 shows the results of an ecp.rinsnt in which the
depression of R)IA synthesis caused by rifaspicin addition was
measured bsfore and after prolonged growth of AM3 in the presence
of the drug. After five generation, of growth with the drug, the
cells were washed and resuspended in drug-f res sodium, and groen
for a further 20 minutes in order to allow sufficient time for the
rats of general RNA synthesis to resume the normal value. A second

rifaapicin treatment was then initiated. The resulting depression
of RNA synthesis was comparable in degree to that observed in cells
not previously subjected to drug treatment.
This result suggests that in rif 8/k asrodiploid strains, both
Rif

a and RIfr polymeraze molecules continue to be synthesized at the

sans relative rate even after addition of rifaspioth.

Figure 6,6
The degree of depression of the rate of RNA synthesis in AM3
caused by rifaapicin addition, before and after prolonged growth in
the presence of the drug. 8.e Methods for details of the procedure.
Strain Aa3 was grown for several generations in M9+ glucose
sodium (p = 0.85). The rats of SM synthesis was followed throughout
the experiment by pulse labelling 0.16 ml. aliquots of the culture
for 60 a with 1.5 sCi 6--Uridins (29 Ci muio1.). DNA was
continuously labelled to provide an internal estimate of cell number.
Rifaspicin was added to a final concentration of 500 pig ml •

and

the growth of the culture was continued for about 6 h In the presence
of the drug, with periodic dilutions into fresh medium (but containing
rifainpicin) to ensure maintenance of the culture in mid-log phase.
The drug was then removed by washing the cells on a "Millipore"
membrane (me. Methods). The washed cells were grown for 20 min in
fresh drug-free medium, after which the rifampicin treatment was
repeated. The figure shows RNA/DNA labelling ratios relative to the
ratio prior to the first rifampicin treatment (taken as 100%).
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DIflLIT RTZCT$ CW 1 I7AMPIC1N AND ITRIPTOLYD IGUI CO T
TN1lI OV TOR • AND p' mJaThi ITS
We have previously shown that when rifaapicin is acklid to

LAL

asrodiploid strains of!. ____, containing both r if aspic in-sensit Lye
and rifaaptcth-resistant RNA polyasra.olscules, there is an
Immediate reduction in the rates of ENA and protein synthesis.
lisultansously, however, the rats of

P

and

P9

synthesis increases

by 2.8- to 3-fold. We have therefore suggested that the synthesis
of these polypept1des may normally be regulated '!• colt, by a
control syates supsrinpoasd on the biosynthetic li.ite set by the
number of copies of the

PP I

operon izesent • and by the general supply

of mepecific transcriptional and translational equipment (Hayward

*1 11..

1973). Other workers have drama a similar conclusion from
1973; Kirschbaua, 1973),

quits different experiments (Itzura

Including recent studies in our owa laboratory (Hayward
not

It s necessary to lest whether or /this

OPI

• 1074).

induction is

simply a result of the gamer al perturbation in nacroaolaoul.ar synthesis
Imposed on the cell by the addition of rifsnptcth.

Although the drug

•trsptolydigin binds to the sqm subunit as rifaaptoin 1 it inhibits
polynersas in a different may (ass Chapter 1, Sestion. c).

It binds

much lass tightly to the sazyn., and it is capable of inhibiting the
•1cntion of nascent lilA chains, as well as of preventing initiation
when present in sufficiently high scnoentratiom (Sahisif, 1919;
CaasnI gt al., 1971).

Ritampicin can only inhibit initiation

(Toochini-Valmat ini AM., 1968). Moreover, acatatioss producing

resists

to the one drug generally do not give resistanoe to the

other, although tb.y all map within the same region of the Lit gene
(luskura Ott A.

In this chapter I show that when strepto-

lydigin is added to a strain of!. coli containing both streptolydigin-.
sensitive and streptolydigin-resistant RNA polymerase molecules, there
is a reduction in the rates of RNA and protein synthesis, comparable
to that d,eerved when rifaap La in is added to the rif heterodiploid
mentioned above • However, in this case the rates of p and p l
synthesis show an absolute decrease, following a pattern not
significantly different from that of total protein synthesis.
We have previously shown that RNA polym.rase extracted from
stationary-phase or log-phase cultures of the zjf/KLF1Ostrain
AJ38, is a mixture of rifaapicin-resistant and -sensitive enzyme
, 1973; see Appendix.).

(Austin et *1., 1971; Hayrd

0
Stationary phase cultures of the rif /KLP10£ .

strain, E900, also

contain approximately equal amounts of each type of enzyme
(Figure 7,1). The enzyme produced by the chromosomal = operOn
is completely inhibited by 2 pg mi. 1 of rifampicin, whereas the
product appears to be resistant o at least 80 pg ml..
'

Similarly, as shown in Figure 7.3,

L'/KU

r strain E114

contains nearly equal amounts of str.ptolydigin-senaitive and
gtreptolydigin-resistant RNA polymerase molecules. As controls in
this assay I used extracts from the haploid

strain X171 (whose

chromosome is Isogonic with those of the nerodiploids E114 and E900), and
from its 5t1' derivative, X147. The results with extracts from a
mixture of these two strains (Figure 7.2) confirm that, as in the
case of rifampicin, streptolydi gin-resistant enzyme can be accurately

Figure 7.1
Response of a heterodiploid polymerase extract to rifampicin.
The graphs show, for extracts from E900 (r11 5/KLF' 10

and

X 171 (rif 5 ), the percentage of polymerase activity surviving at the
rifampicin concentrations indicated.
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Figure 7.2
Response of a heterodiploid polymerase extract to streptolydigin.
The graphs show, for etracts of different E. coli strains, the
percentage of polyrnerase activity surviving the streptolydig in concentrations indicated.
Strain X 147 (,r)
D,Strain E 114
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cells of X 171

and X 147 grown separately, and mixed in equal quantities prior to
enzyme extraction.
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estimated in the presence of sensitive molecules • using excess DNA
template.
When rifaapicin (100 pg al •

was added to log-phase cultures

of E900, or etreptolydigin (200 p&g ml.) to E114, DNA continued to

accumulate exponentially at an unaltered rate for at least one
doubling time (80-100 mm.), as judged by continuous labelling with
thymir*.

(Thus during this period, accumulated DNA label provides

a convenient reference point for normalization of the RNA and protein
pulse-labelling rate..) By contrast, addition of rifanpicin to E114,
or of streptolydigin to E900, led to a rapid cessation of growth
and macrosolecular synthesis. The latter behaviour is expected since
the entire RNA polymerase population in E114 should be sensitive to
rifampicin, and that in E900, to streptolydigin.
Figure 7.3 shows the rate of pulse-labelling of RNA and of total
protein, per unit of MA, during the first 60 mm. after addition of
rifampicin to growing cultures of the rif heterodiploid, E900. As

observed previously with strain AJ38 (Hayward It ji., 1973), the rate
of RNA-labelling declined during the first ten minutes, and then
gradually recovered, while protein-labelling underwent similar but
less marked alteration.. Again, as shown in Figure 7 • 3, addition of
rifampicin led to a striking absolute increase in the rate of RNA
polynerase 13 plus P 1 subunit synthesis, despite the concurrent general
decline of protein synthesis.
Figure 74 shows that when streptolydigin was added to growing
cultures of the stl heterodiploid strain, E114, the early changes in
RNA- and total protein-labelling were closely comparable to those
produced by rifampicin addition to 9900 (Figure 7.3) or AJ3B

Figure 7.3
Rates of RNA, total protein, and p+ 13' pulse belling in a
culture of E. coil E 900 (rifS/}aF 10 rif) following addition of
rifampicin (100 pg mlH). The growth rate of the culture prior
The data are plotted

to drug addition was 0.75 doublings per hour.
as RNA/DNA - (

(

)

x

0

), protein/DNA - ( M

), and 13+13'/DNA -

labelling ratios relative to the ratios before drug

addition (taken as 10076).

The latter ratios were determined by

averaging the results obtained from at least four samplings, during
the generation preceding drug addition.
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Figure 7.4

Rates of I1NA, total protein and ç3±p' pulse labelling in a
culture of E. coli E 114 ( iS/KLF 10 Slr) following addition of
streptolydigin (20 0 g mi. 1 ).
0.85 doublings per hour.

The growth rate of the culture was

The data are plotted as described in

legend to Figure 7.3.
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iO.
(Hayward •t *1. • 1973; seeAppendix). However , the rats of
plusPI-labelling per unit DNA showed an absolute decrease following
addition of streptolydigin. Even when expressed relative to total
protein-labelling, the maximum Increase in '-labelling observed
In any experiment was 25%. This must be contrasted with relative
increases of 200-300%, and absolute increases of 150-300%, when
rifampicin is added to rif bet.rodiploids.
It may also be noted that in all cases P and P I labelling remained
co-ordinate, i.e. essentially equimolar labelling of these subunits
was observed. Figure 7.5 shows the distribution of radioactivity
in the 0 and P I peaks in lysatss of an 1114 culture before and after
treatment with streptolydigin.
One new finding arising from tbIthat a sudden inhibition
and

of RNA/protein synthesis is not, of itself, sufficient to cause
significant "induction" of 0 and P 1 synthesis. Rifampicin must
cause this effect in some other way, not available to streptolydigin.
Since mutations in the -structural gene can produce Complete
resistance to either drug, there Is no reason to believe that these
drugs can affect the metabolism of!. coli other than by binding to
sensitive polymsrase molecules. The two drugs inhibit 14A and
protein labelling to the same extent in the respective heterodiploids,
and with equal rapidity and completeness in the fully sensitive
diploids. However • since we do not have a complete understanding of
their mechanisms of action jj vivo, we cannot entirely exclude the
possibility that these results are a trivial secondary consequence of
the particular ways in which these drugs affect RNA synthesis (but
see General Discussion).

Figure 7.5
Distribution of radioactivity in the P and 1' peaks in lysates of
an E114 culture (from experiment 7.4) before, and after 10, and 40
minutes of streptolydigin treatment.
The lysates were analysed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis,
as described in Methods.
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It seems more likely that these findings have a specific bearing
on the regulation of 2w (3(3' operon in I. •oli. To Illustrate this
point, I shall consider a ample model for the control of EM
polynerase synthesis, which is compatible with moat, if not all,
available evidence. In this model, the enzyme would have a dual
role in the expression of the (3(3' operon: the normal transcriptional
role, and a distinct g ntrol function in which EM polymerase
hoiosnzyme acts as a repressor of synthesis of its own subunits, by
binding to an appropriate operator site. Clearly both drugs block
transcription by sensitive polyu&eras. molecules. However, perhaps
only rifampicin is abie to prevent these molecules from acting as

repressors of (3 and 0' subunit synthesis, thus explaining the observed
results.

A

second new finding arising from the present results is that

increased (3 and (3' synthesis is not essential for the partial recovery
of RNA- and protein-labelling rates observed, between about the tenth
and thirtieth minutes, following addition of either drug to the
relevant heterodiploid (Figures 7.3 and 7.4).
The implications of these findings are discussed at length

in Chapter 10.

cIyraR 8
THE EFFECT Cr ZZCZW p and p' MJJN ITS

cii THE RATS or 7MIR (M( SYNTHESIS
The results presented in Chapter 7 suggested that polymerase
molecules might play a direct lois in the control of their own
Synthesis. In this chapter I describe experiments designed to test
this hypothesis.
I demonstrate that a more than two-fold increase in the concentration of P and P 1 molecules has no detectable influence on the rats
of synthesis of these subunits • I also present evidence suggesting
the involvement of an unstable component in the induction of the
operon.
Addition of rifanpicin to rif $/R h.terodiploids leads to an
Induction of p and p' subunit synthesis (see Chapter 7;
jLt ml., 1973;

Appendix).

Hayward

There must therefore occur a corresponding

accumulation of p and p' molecules in the cell, provided that these
molecules are stable.

The rif B/R heterodiploid, M(3, contains both

Rjf1 and Rif r polyasrasS molecules (Figure 8.1).

Figure 8.2 shows the

rate of synthesis, and the corresponding accumulation of p and ' molecul.s following addition of rifanpioth to Aa3.

Figure 8.2 also shows that an 80 minute chase with unlabelled
leucins, following radioactive labelling of the cells, results in

only the same percentage degradation as in uninduced diploids
(1yeard

flj., 1974) • This result suggests that some other p017-

merase subunits are co-ordinately expressed with p and p', thus
stabilising the latter subunits.

Figure 8.1
Response of merodiploid polyrnerase extracts to rifampicin.
Strains AM3 and AM2 were grown to stationary phase in M9+
glucose medium, the cells harvested, and polymerase purified as
described in Methods.

The graphs show the percentage of polymerase

activity surviving at different rifampicin concentrations.
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FiEj!re 8.2
3
J1ie incorporation of H-leucine into P and 3' subunits of RNA
polynierase in A3.

(For details see Methods).

Cells were grown in M9+ glucose medium, and when the culture
was in mid-log phase, were treated with rifampicin (500 p..g mi.

1 ).

The culture was immediately divided into two parts and growth was
continued.

3H-leucine was added to one part of the culture and at

intervals aliquots were withdrawn into unlabelled leucine and grown
for a further period of either 4 mm. or 80 min.
From the other part of the rifampicin-treated culture, aliquots
were pulse labelled with 3 H-leucmne at various intervals.
The cells thus treated were lysed, and the lysates analysed
for 3H-leucine-incorporation into P and ' polypeptides, as described
in Methods.
The graphs show ç3+p'/TP labelling ratios, relative to the ratios
pLst Icb&IkcL, t&seL c'Jti.. - e
oJ,tiiieL fr
/ before rifampicin addition (taken as 100%).

long-term labelling; 4 mm. chase.
long-term labelling; 80 mm. chase.
400- • I

pulse labelling.
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TAILK 2.
Prolonged dialysis of p.i.sra.se extracts of AM2,AJT and UI,
after r*fa.picis treatut 11 vitro,
\

•r

Cilia of strains A2 9 Ml and MI were grove
in Oxeid nutrient br.tk,karv.st.d,s*d si-nd. extract. of p.ij.erase
made as described ii Meth.ds. The extracts were incubated in is.
for 10 min with either rifaapisia (10)mg .1. 1) or Burgess batter A
(Barges., 1969),ud were dimlysad at 4 0 C against fresh batch.s if
bur for A for different periods of ti.e.Tbe extracts thea treat" were
assayed as given in ileth.ds.The ias.rp.ratiu if radioactivity
represents the man value of results from at least 3 separate assays.
14C,mg
protein
4M.th'I'i).Tbo rsalts are expressed as CPU acid—insoluble
assayed.
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The chromosome of AU3 carries the mutation, IC 57, which results
in a polymerase sensitive to rifanpicin, but which binds the drug

only weakly. The enzyme activity of partially purified extracts
from Aa2 9 the

e

parent of

AM3,

can be restored after drug inhibition

AR vitro, by dialysing away the rifampicin (Tabi. 2. ).

Similarly

Figure 8.3 shove the immediate resumption of HM and protein synthesis
by strain A3 4

vivo

when rifanpicin is mmoved by washing the 0.11s

on a "Millipore" membrane.
I have earlier demonstrated (Chapter 8b) that after addition of
rifaspioin to AM3, both Rif and Rif

enzyme molecules continue to be

synthesized at the normal relative rate. Thus a substantial proportion of the polymerase moleoul.s synthesized by AM3 following rifampicin
addition (Figure 8.3) must be Rif e molecules. According to the

simple hypothesis presented in Chapter 7, thse should be inactive as
regulatory proteins because of the presence of the drug.
At various times after addition of rifampicin to AM3, the drug
was removed by washing aliquots of the culture on "Millipore" membrnse.
It was hoped that the removal of rifampicin would restore to the Rif
polymera.ae molecules their hypothetical regulatory function, and that
r
together with the Rif molecules, they would ert a regulatory
influence on subsequent p and ' synthesis.
Immediately after removal of rifampicin, the cells were pulse..
labelled with 3H-1sucime, and the ratio of p+p 'trP syntbesis.d was
estimated by analysing cell-lysates using polyacrylamids gel electrophoresis. In Figure 8.4 the p+p VT7 ratios for washed and unmeshed
cells of a rifaapicin treated. culture of AM3 are compared. No

significant difference in the ratios In observed; there is no

Figure 8.3
Incorporation of 3H-Uridin. and 14C-lsucine in strain AM2.
Two parallel cultures of AM2 were grown for several generations
in M9+ glucose medium.

3H-5-Uridine (2 pg ml. 1 ; 2&Ci P9) was

added to one and 14C-lsucin. (2&g mi.; 0.05 &Ci pg) to the
other. After 30 min. of growth, aliquots were withdrawn at various
tines, and incorporation of radioactive label into acid precipitable
material was estimated throughout the duration of the experiment, as
described in Methods.
While in aid-log phase, the cultures were treated with rifaspicin
(500&g ml.) and incubated for 60 sin, in the presence of the drug.
The rifaspicin-treated cells were than washed, as described in Methods,
using M9+ glucose medium containing 2pg

each of uridins and

leuc ins • The washed cells were immediately re-suspended in prerifampicin medium (i.e. containing radioactive label), and incorporation of label followed as described above.

0

incorporation of 3H-Uridins.

• • incorporation of 14C-lsuc ins.
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Figure 84
Incorporation of 3H-leucime into P and P I subunits of polymraas
in AM3 • estimated soon after drug-removal.
Exponentially growing M9+ glucose cultures of AM3 were treated
with rifaapioin (500&g al.) and at the times indicated aliquots
were withdrawn from the culture and the drug removed by washing the
cells on a "Millipore" membrane (see Methods) • The washing
procedure took about one minute • The washed cells were immediately
pulse-labelled by growing in drug-free medium containing 3H-Lsuc ins
and analysed for incorporation of label into p and P 1 and total
protein by the procedure described in Methods.
Incorporation of label into P and P 1 in cells continuing to
grow in the presence of rifampicin were followed by repeating the
above procedure, with the difference that the washing-medium and
the pulse-labelling-medium continued to contain 500g ml. of
rifampicin.
washed cells.

o

• cells continuing growth in rifampicin.
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detectable repression effect of drug removal even when the
e.ec+QoL 4t e.
concentration ia/aor* than two-fold higher than normal.

.

+p'

However, even if the sudden increase in rifampicin-frse

P and

P9 subunits had exerted a repressive influence at the level of transcription, such an effect might not have been observed if the p and P 1
molecules measured in experiment 8.4

mainly represented the products

of translation of PPI aRNA molecules synthesized prior to removal of
riiaapicin. This some unlikely, unless p' messenger is particularly
stable. Matzure et al. (1971) have demonstrated that after stopping
transcription with rifampicin, the radioactivity incorporated into the

P subunit relative to p' declines with time, suggesting 6L-)3'
degradation of PPI messenger. In our own experiments (Hayward et al.,
1973; also Figure 8.2) we have demonstrated that rifampicin-induction
of P and P I synthesis is only temporary. The rate of subunit
synthesis commences to decline rapidly some 16 minutes after drugaddition. If rifanpicin-induction operates at the level of transscript ion, increasing the synthesis of PP I messenger RNA, any pronounced
stability of the aRNA should, result in a more sustained high rats of
and 3' subunit synthesis. In order to clarify this question, the
following experiments were performed.
If the p and p' subunits synthesized after removal of rifampicin
In experiment 8.4

arose mainly from translation of previously synthesized

mRNA molecules, any constraint applied to do novo PP I mRNA synthesis
following drug removal should has little or no effect on the observed
synthesis of these subunits •

I have tested this possibility by using

the base-analogue, 0-fluorouracil.

6-fluorouracil In readily-incorporated into RM, usually in
place of waoil, but not into DNA (Benz.r and Champs, 1961; Horowitz
and Chargff, 1959; Champs and Benzer, 1962); unlike uracil, however,
it is capable of hydrogen-bonding quite frequently to g*nine. There
Is therefore a strong possibility that during translation of messenger
RNA containing 5-f luorouracil, certain codons will be misread as
missenge or nonsense. Nonsense codons appearing to occur at abnormal
locations on the aRM molecule would cause premature release of the
nascent polypeptide, resulting in a truncated product. However,
polypeptidsi being synthesized on inRNA molecules not containing 5fluorouracil-induced nonsense colons should continue to be of normal

dimensions, and therefore detectable at the normal positions on the
gels used to assay then.
As expected 5-fluoroursoil leads to a reduction in the overall
rate of protein synthesis (Figure 8.5). If anything this should result
In an INCREASE in the +'trP ratio, if the pp , messenger RNA were
unusually stable. Since a considerable amount of protein synthesis
continues after addition of 5-fluorouracil, it seems fair to assume
that the general translational equipennt of the cell remains adequate
for at least the duration of my experiments (20 sin.).
Figure 8.6 shown

the t!P and '/TP ratios for aliquots of AM3, pulse-

labelled with 3 11-leucins at various times after addition of 5-f luorouracil to the culture. Interestingly, the relative rate of synthesis of
the two subunits appears to be depressed EfJALLY by the base-analogue.
This differential decline in the rate of P and P I synthesis relative
to total protein synthesis was anticipated, due to the unusually large
size of the f3' aRM transcript • When compared with the average-sized

Figure 8.5
Incorporation of 3H-leucine in strain AM3 before, and after
treatment with 5-fluorouracil.
Cells were grown in M9+ glucose medium, and when in mid-log phase,
5-fluorouracil (20g mi. 1 ) was added to the culture.

0.25 ml

aliquots of the culture were pulse labelled for one minute with
3

-1
-1
H-leucine (lg ml. ; ltCi g ) before and after addition of

5-fluorouracil, and incorporation of label into protein was estimated
as described in Methods.
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Fiaure 8.6
Incorporation of 3 H-leucine into

P and ' subunits in AM3 after

treatment with 5-fluorouracil.
At various times before and after 5-f luorouracil (20tg mi.

1) -

addition to a culture of AM3 growing exponentially in M9+ glucose
medium, aliquots were removed, pulse labelled with 3H-ieucine and
the cell lysates analysed for incorporation of radioactivity into
and

P 1 and total protein, as described in Methods.
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aRM transcript, that of PP I would have a greater probability of
containing an effective ncnaeiise-codon after treatment with 5-.
fluorouracil, and therefore a greater probability of being only
partially translated • The equivalent effect of 5-FU on P and P I
might reflect a "hot spot" for 5-FU-induced, nonsense codons in the

P gene, coupled with polar effects on
At tines marked X and Y (I.e. 3 and 30 minutes after rifaapioin
addition) in Figure 8.4, rifanpicin was removed from aliquots of the
culture, and the cells were immediately re-suspended and grown in
medium without rifanpicin, but containing 6-fluorouracil. The
p+'/TP values were followsd by pulse-lsbelling with 3U-1ucine.
As a control, the experiment was repeated with the dif fez encs that
after removal of r ifanpic in, the calls were re-suspended and grown in
medium containing neither rifampicin nor 5-fluorouracil. The results
are plotted in Figures 8.7 and S.S.
'lbs reduction in the

'fTP ratios after 5-fluorouracil addition

suggests that the synthesis of 0 and P 1 observed immediately after
removal of rifampicin is due largely, if not wholly, to do novo PP '
mRM synthesis. This result supports the earlier conclusion that
an excess of P and P 1 molecules (and perhaps of complete polymerase
molecules) in the cell doss not lead to a direct repression of PP I
mRNA synthesis.
When, after removal of rifaapicin, the cells are grown in the
absence of 5-f luorouracil, the 00 '/TP ratios

do no

I or

significantly from those of the parent culture, which continued to grow

Fikures 8.7 and 8.8
Incorporation of 3H-leucine into 3 and P 1 subunits in strain AM3
following a 3-minute (Figure 8.7) and a 30-minut. (Figure 8.8)
rifampicin treatment.
Exponentially growing M9+ glucose cultures of ML3 were treated
with rifainpicin (50Og

ia1'.)

and at 3 in. and 30 win. respectively,

three separate aliquots were withdrawn from the culture and treated
as follows.
From one aliquot (A) z-ifanapicin was removed by washing the cells

on a "Millipore" membrane and the washed cells were re-suspended in
rifampicin-free, M9+ glucose medium. The cells from the second
aliquot (B) were similarly washed and resuspended in medium free of
rifampicin but containing 5-fluorouracil (20&g ml.). The cells
from the third aliquot (C) were flushed on a "Millipore" membrane
with, and re-suspended in, M9+ glucose medium containing rifampicin
(00&g
The three cultures tbus treated were grown, and at the times

indicated aliquots were pulse-labelled with 311-leucine and the cell
lysates were analysed for incorporation of radioactivity into P and
' and total protein, as described in Methods. The graph. show
P+P'/TP ratios relative to the ratios before rifampicin-treatment

(taken as 100%).
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in the presence of rifampicin. This is strikingly displayed in
Figure 8.7. A short (3 minute) pulse of rifampicin treatment appears
to be sufficient to induce 00 1 mRNA synthesis which continues at an
increased rate for a considerable time after drug-removal.
The results presented in Chapter 7 suggest that polymerase
molecules might possess a regulatory function in the expression of
the pp l oporon, and that this function is altered by rifampicin.

In

this chapter I have presented evidence which argues against a direct
involvement of polymerase molecules in the expression of the PP I operon.
How might polymerase molecules regulate the expression of the PP I
operon indirectly?
One way in which this might occur can be illustrated by modifying
the simple model suggested in Chapter 7. In the revised model,
polymerase molecules would act as repressors, not of the PP I operon,
but of another hypothetical op.ron which I shall refer to as
The product of the YZ-operon would be directly involved in the activation
of the PP ' operon.
The results presented in this chapter support the existence of
some such regulatory element. Thus, following a short pulse of
rifampicin, the cell continues to synthesize P and p' at an increased
rate (Figure &7).

The pp' mRNA synthesized during the pulse of

rifampicin cannot be solely responsible for this effect, since the
rate of PPI synthesis is reduced when 5-fluorouracil is added to the
culture after rifampicin-removal. Rifanpicin must influence the
expression or activity of a component (other than PP I mRNA) which is
in turn directly involved in the expression of the p' operon, and
whose activity persists after drug-removal.

78.

The results also suggest that the postulated component (or its
activity) Is not completely stable.

It was demonstrated that following rifaapicin-addition, the
level of

P and ' in the heterodiploid cell increases more than two-

fold. Removal of the drug by washing should increase the number of
polyasrase molecules available for transcription. Figure 8.9
shows the rate of leucine and uridine uptake by cells of AM3 after
removal of rifainpicin. It is seen that a more increase in the
affective concentration of P and

P I molecules in the cell does not

lead to an increased rate of RNA and protein synthesis. Assuming
that this does not reflect a limitation of the number of available
promoters, and further assuming that the level of 3 and 3' does
represent the level of complete polymerase molecules, these results
may suggest that any act of transcription requires the co-operation
of polymerase molecules with another component(s) made in amounts
closely geared to the overall growth state of the cell.

Figure 8 1
Incorporation of 33-.uridine and 3li-lsucine after drug removal,
in rifaapicin-treated cells of AM3.

An exponentially growing M9+ glucose culture of A113 was treated
with rifaspicin (500Lg 51._i), and divided into two parts. From one

part, at the times indicated, a1ic.ote were withdrawn and the drug
removed by washing the cells on a "Millipore" membrane. The washed
cells were immediately re-suspended in fresh medium, grown for 3 win.
and 0.5 .1 aliquots were pulse labelled for 1 mm. with either lpCi
3 H-leucin• (46 CI .i..zol. 1 ) or ipCi 5-.3U-Uridine (26 Ci in.aol. 1 )
and the incorporation of label into acid precipitable material was

estimated as described in Methods.
Boon after re-suspending the washed cells, aliquots were taken
into forsol saline (see Methods) for determining optical density.
3 E-leuc ins was added to the second part of the rifampic in-treated

culture, and at intervals aliquots were withdrawn into unlabelled
leucine, grown for 4 min. and the cell-lysates analysed for 3+'
accumulation as described in Methods.
Graphs show RNA/O.D. ( • );
+3'/TP (
(taken as 100%).

prot.th/O.D. (
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In this chapter are described experiments in which the rate of
p+' synthesis in two strains of S. coil nsa estimated during re-start
of growth in cultures which had b - @1 starved of glucose for various
periods of time. 7be results indicate that the relative rate of +p'
synthesis decreased with incassiag periods of starvation. From the
normal value of about 1.2% the

'/TP ratio decreased to about

0.35% following SO minutes of starvation, after which it remained
stabie for starvation periods extending up to 90 minutes, the
longest studied.
Figure 9.1 shows the

'tl? ratios for the strain CA 8000,

during re-start of growth following various periods of glucose
starvation. In these experiments the cells were first grown for
several generations in 1(9+ glucose medium. At zero time the cells
were deprived of glucose, and incubated at 370 for various periods of
tine, without shaking. Growth was re-started by transferring
aliquots of the culture into glucose. The cells were grown for 2
minutes to allow polynerass molecules to complete a round of transcription of the

Po l

operon and were then pulse labelled for 3 minutes

with 3 R luc ins and chased with unlabelled lsuclme for a further 3
minutes. Figure 9.2 shows detailed

PP I

gel profiles of lysates

(from the above experiment) of unstarved cells and of cells starved
for 5 minutes and $0 minutes respectively. These profiles suggest
that essentially .quiaolar amounts of

P

and

PI

subunits were labelled,

Figure 9.1
p+p'/TP pulse-labelling ratios for strain CA 8000, during restart of growth following various periods of glucose starvation.
Cells were grown in M9 + glucose medium for 2-3 generations.
At zero time the cells were deprived of glucose by washing them on a
'Millipore' membrane with the same medium minus glucose. Cells
were resuspended in the washing medium and kept at 37

0

without

shaking. At various times aliquots of the culture were transferred
into flasks containing glucose, and grown for 2 minutes with shaking.
The cells were then pulse-labelled with 3 H-leucine for 3 minutes,
chased with unlabelled leucine for a further 2 minutes, and the
ratios estimated as described in Methods.
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Figure 9.2
The distribution of radioactivity in the p and 1' subunits in
cell lysates from glucose-starved cells of strain CA 8000.
Lysates of unstarved cells and of cells starved for 5' and 30'
(from experiment 9.1) were analysed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis as described in Methods,
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Irrespective of whether or not the cells were starved for glucose.
If the decrease in +'/TP ratios observed following starvation were
due solely to progressive slow decay of previously synthesized PP I
messenger RNA molecules, there should be relatively more label in
the P I peak than in P, assuming that messenger degradation would
proceed as usual in the 5' 3' direction (Morse et ml., 1069).
Figure 9.3 shows the

'/1? pulse-labelling ratios at various

times alter re-start of growth by glucose addition to a culture of
CA 8000, which had been starved for 30 minutes. It is seen that the
normal +p 'fTP ratio in reached in about 20 minutes after re-start.
The distribution of radioactive label between P and ' remained
normal throughout (data not shown).
In calculating the +'trP ratios, the radioactivity in the

and P I peaks (estimated by polyscrylsaide gal electrophoresis) is
divided by the radioactivity in total protein (estimated by counting
total radioactivity in aliquots of the lysate s sea Methods). If,

during re-start of growth following starvation, the rat, of +'
synthesis were normal, but soon afterwards there occurred a random
breakdown of polypspt ides including P and ', the observed +p 'fTP
ratio would be samUer than the actual ratio at the time of pulse

labelling the cells. This is so bemuse the g1 technique estimates
only intact P and P I products, whereas the aliquots of lysate used
for total protein counts include

;-et4n

all the radioactivity

into protein

inCorporated /irrespsct iv. of any subsequent degradation.
If protein turnover had been a significant feature in the
present experiments, the observed results would suggest that the
longer the cells are starved, the greater is the rate of protein

Figure 93
p+p'/TP pulse labelling ratios (Methods) at various times after
restart of growth by glucose addition to a culture of CA 8000, which
had been starved for 30 minutes.
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turnover after re-start of growth. In order to investigate this
possibility, cells were labelled with 3 H leucine during re-start
of growth after various periods of glucose starvation, and the overall
protein profiles in their 171st.x were anslyS.d on gels (Figure 9.4).
It is ssen that the general pattern of distribution of radioactivity
is similar in all three lysatss ana1yed • Thus it seems clear that
protein breakdown was negligible at least during the short pulse and
chase labelling periods used for all the above experiments. Ik,wevr,
the marked relative decrease in radioactivity of the *' peaks is
again seen suggesting that synthesis of the.m polypeptid.s is preferentially affected by the starvation procedure.
It is however conceivable that the p and P I subunits are
synthesized at the normal relative rate, but are afterwards
prf•rentjally degraded. In order to investigate this possibility,
cells war* starved for glucose, pulse labelled TW) lATELY upon
re-start of growth, and chased with unlablled leucine for various
periods of time (Figure 9.5). No significant reduction in the

po 'tIP

ratio was Observed in the lysates made from cells treated in

this manner as a result of prolonged chasing. This suggests that if
and P I subunits in prestarved cells are preferentially degraded, a
fraction must be degraded as fast as they are synthesized, while the
remainder are as stable as in normally growing cells.
What is the fate of proteins DURING glucose s tarvat ion?
Figure 9.6 shows the results of an experiment in which cells of CA 8000
were labelled with

II leucine for 10 minutes prior to deprivation of gl-

ucose, and were starved for either 10 or 30 minutes • Thsir lysates
were then analysed on Sale to determine the overall protein profile..
Changes in the profile. are apparent, suggesting instability of certain

Figure 9.4
The overall protein profiles of lysates made from cells of
CA 8000 which were labelled with 3H-leucine during re-start of
growth (see legend to Figure 9.1) after glucose starvation for 10,
and 30 minutes.
The lysates were analysed on 20 cm polyacrylamide gels (5%)
by passing a current of 2inA/gel for 4 hours. Only the profiles of
the larger proteins (>50,000 m,w., approx; corresponding to about
30% of the radioactivity applied) are shown.
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Figure 9.5
The effect of 'chasing' (with unlabelled leucine) on the
p+ç3'/TP ratios of cells of CA 8000, which were pulse-labelled with
3 11-leucine immediately upon re-start of growth, after 10 and 30

minutes of glucose starvation.
The starvation and pulse-labelling procedures were the same as
those given in the legend to Figure 9.1, except that the 2-minute
growth period prior to labelling was omitted.
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Figure 9,6
The effect of glucose starvation on the overall protein profiles
of lysates made from cells of CA 8000, which were labelled for 10 mm.
with 3H-leucine prior to deprivation of glucose.
The starvation procedure was the same as that given in the legend
to Figure 9,1. After 0, 10 and 30 minutes of starvation, aliquots of
the labelled culture were treated with sodium azide, and cell-lysates
were prepared and analysed as described in Methods, 20 cm gels (5%)
were used. The current was 2 mA per gel, and was passed for 4h. Only
the profiles of the larger proteins (approx. above 50,000 m,w.) are
shown.
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proteins during glucose starvation. Homver 95% of the radioactivity
was recovered from the gels following 30 minutes starvation, suggesting
that the degradation of most proteins was incomplete.
The same lysates were analysed in greater detail in order to
estimate the relative radioactivity in the P and p' peaks.
—"---

p+'/TP ratios estimated from this experiment

1o(J3

no significant preferential degradation of pralab.11ed p and

p' subunits during 30 minutes of glucose starvstion(V&*. ')t8t
Theme starvation experiments were extended to the nt SA
heterodiploid, AU 3. By the criteria used for CA 8000, 1 have

established that glucose starvation of AM 3 also results in
decreased +p '/TP ratios during re-start of growth (data not shown).
It has previously been demonstrated (see Chapter 8) that
addition of rifaznpicin to AM 3 leads to an induction of p and pe
subunit synthois. At various time, after treatment with rifampioin,
aliquots of an AM 3 culture were deprived of glucose and rifaspicin
for 2, 10 or 30 minutes, and +'/TP ratios were measured during
re-start of growth in the absence of nifampicin as described above
for CA 8000 (Figure 9.7). It was observed that the +p'

"induction

pattern" is preserved even after 30 minutes of starvation, although
the p+p'rrp ratios which reflect it are considerably reduced in value.

This indicates that the mechanism responsible for induction is stable
enough to partially survive through 30 minutes of glucose starvation,
and that it also survives the complete removal of nifampicin, and
consequent restoration of Rif 5 polymerase activity.
The experiments described in this chapter suggest that glucose
starvation of. coil leads to a depletion of a component (s) (not

Figure 9.7
p+'trP pulse—labelling ratios in a rifampicin—treated culture
of strain AM3, <2, 10 and 30 minutes after deprivation of the drug
and glucose.
Cells were grown in 119+ glucose medium, and when the culture was
in mid—log phase, were treated with rifampicin (500 Rg ml). At
the times indicated, aliquots were withdrawn from the culture, and the
drug and glucose were both removed from the cells by washing the cells
on a "Millipore" membrane.
After 2, 10 and 30—minute starvation periods (i.e. in the
absence of glucose and rifampicin) the cells were transferred to
glucose, and pulse labelled (in the absence of the drug) with 3H.
leucine as described in the legend to Figure 9.1, The cell—lysates
were prepared, and analysed by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis as
given in Methods.
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QIAi'TER 10
DISCUSSION
The following is a suy of the result, presented in this
thesis:
In strains of E. coli diploid for the pp t operon, the relative
rate of p and p' synthesis increases only 1.3-fold over a 3-fold
Increase of growth rate. These results are consistent with earlier
ob.rvations eads on strains of!. aoli haploid for the Ppe op.ron
(Matzura •t a].., 1973), and provide further evidence suggesting that
the synthesis of polymerase is under specific regulation.
With increasing growth rate, there is * decline in the absolute
rate of episl P and fi' synthesis, while the rats of chromosomal
and P I synthesis shows an increase. In maintaining the overall rate
of subunit synthesis within limits not by the regulatory system, the
cell appears to accoseodate the inevitable high dosage of chromosomal

P and p' genes produced by fast replication, by simultaneously reducing
the rats of expression of (presumably) all the PP I operons.
These results suggest the involvensnt of at least one tranaact Lye
regulator In the control of polymerase synthesis.
3 • A ru 8/ft merodiploid strain growing In the presence of rifampicin
appears to synthesis* both Rif a and Rif r polymerase molecules at the
normal (pre-drug) relative rats. Thus it appears that the only
constraint imposed on the cell by addition of rifampicin is the
Inactivation of fully synthesised Rif polyneras. molecules.
4. The response of ru SIR, and sti S/R cells to rifampicin and
streptolydigin, respectively, has boon stixtisd • In these cells, the

pft •

drugs temporarily inhibit general ENA and protein synthesis to a
comparable degree. However, only rifaapicin causes a preferential
Induction of P and P I synthesis.
5 • In the foregoing strains, the rates of general RNA and protein
synthesis (which undergo a reduction Immediately upon drug addition)
resume the normal level irrespective of whether or not the 0 and P 9
subunits are induced (Figure.. 7.3 and 7.4).
There occurs a rapid accumulation of P and P I subunits in rif S/R
aerodiploids treated with rifampicin. After about 30 minutes of drug
treatment, the concentration of P and fi' subunits In the cell reaches
more than twice the normal level. These subunits are stable over a
period of at least 80 minutes, suggesting that they are protected by
other core subunits (which are probably co-ordinately synthesised with
and p.) from proteolyt La attack.
A sudden two-fold increase in the cellular concentration of
rifampic in-free p, and

P 1 subunits (and probably of rifampic in-free

core, or even boloenzyme) has no apparent immediate effect on the
rate of p and P I subunit synthesis.
8 • Sudden increase in the concentration of rifampic in-free p, and P 1
subunits (and, probably of rifampic in-free core, or even holo.nzyms) does
not result in an increase in the rate of overall RNA and protein
synthesis, although the cells are growing at submaximal rates.
9. A 3-minute treatment with rifarnpicin is sufficient to induce

P and

' subunit synthesis in a rif S/ft strain. The subunits continue to
be synthesised at an increased rate even after removal of the drug.
Growth in 5-f luorouracil after rifampicin-removal results in a decreased
rate of p and p' subunit synthesis. These results suggest that the

continued induction of 0 and t' synthesis is due, at least in part, to
' messenger RNA which was synthesised Arrn rifanpic in-removal.
10. Glucose starvation of the haploid strain CA 8000 results in a
reduction in the

'/TP ratio, as measured by puis-l1ing of the

culture during restart of growth in the presence of glucose. The
ratio progressively declines with increasing starvation periods, until
it plateaus at * value approximately equal to one third of the unstarvad
rate.
The rif B/R strain AM3 behaves in a similar fashion when starved
for glucose. Moreover, removal of glucose and rifampicin following
various periods of rifaspicin treatment leads to a reduction in the

+'/TP r&tiOs1 but the P and P I "induction pattern" can still be
seen superimposed upon the starvation effect, 30 minutes after glucose
and drug removal.

The addition of rifampioin or streptolydigin to the appropriate
hsterodiploid leads to a general perturbation in ascromol.cular
synthesis. The ims.diate internal stimulus for p and p , induction
could either be an event which results from this perturbation, or one
which Is independent of it.
For e,apl., a perturbation in sacromolacular synthesis might
result in a temporary fall in the rate of synthesis of a highly
unstable repressor of the pp , operon, thus leading to the observed
de-repression of the operon. Such a stimulus seams to be ruled out by
the Observation that the addition of streptolydigin to sti h.terodiploids does
not lead to an increased rate of P and P I synthesis, although this drug

causes a perturbation in .acrowol.cular synthesis comparable in extent
to that caused by rifampicin.
However, since we do not have a complete

und erstanding

of the

mechanisms of action of these drugs In vivo, we cannot entirely
exclude the possibility that the foregoing results are a trivial
(i... currently imexplicable) secondry consequence of the particular
mays in which these drugs affect RNA synthesis.
Both drugs are equally efficient in Inhibiting RNA synthesis.
The most important established difference between these two drugs
is that whereas rifampicin prevents only the initiation of RNA chains,
streptolydigin can prevent their elongation. At sufficiently high
concentrations, however, streptolydigin can also block Initiation,
or very early elongation (Cassani at al., 1971). My pulse-labelling
experiments suggest that this in probably true in vivo. Thus, at
least with respect to the inhibition of synthesis of meaningful RNA
transcripts by sensitive enzyme molecules, both drugs should be equally
effective. It some unlikely, therefore, that the two drugs would
differ in their ability to inhibit the synthesis of a component such
as the aforementioned hypothetical repressor of the PP I operon.
If streptolydigth blocks the elongation rather than the initiation
of EM chains under our conditions (which is by no means clear), and in
so doing stabilizes the polymerase-nascent EM-DNA complex, the drugresistant enzyme might have to displace a number of such blocked
complexes in order to successfully complete a round of truiseription.
Under such conditions the probability of successfully transcribing a
large operon such as p' might be relatively low. The criticism
could therefore ba made that in ati I/a strains streptolydigin does
produce an inductive stimulus for p and p' synthesis, but this fails

to manifest itself as an increase in completed P and P 1 molecules,
owing to the opposing effects of blockage.

This criticise is strengthened by the evidence that streptolydigin doss stabilize the polymerese-nasosat RNA-DNA complex in vitro
(Cassani et al., 1971). Experiments were performed at 0.2M KC1
(.ing coliphage T4 DNA) when RM chains can be released, and new

chains initiated • Addition of streptolydigth (1.5 x 10M about
eo OC m1.) to the polymerase reaction Immediately stopped further
RNA synthesis, but the chains of RNA that were growing at the time
remained bound to the DNA-erzyme complex as measured by their retention

on nitrocellulose membranes. No evidence is yet available as to
whether or not these complexes inhibit transcript ic.. by St' 1 polymsrsse
molecules in vitro.
After addition of streptolydigin to sti S/R strains, RNA and
protein continue to accinuslatoo at about the normal rate for 1.5
generation-times before stl domin&nce is eventually established.

A similar situation obtains when rifampicin is added to appropriate
nt S/R strains • It appears, therefore, that if the drug-bound
enzyme molecules obstruct transcription by drug-resistant enzyme, they
must do so to a comparable extant irrespective of which drug is involved.
Moreover, the delay in the establishment of rif and

dominance

(Austin et *1., 1971; Appendix) suggests that such complexes, if
Indeed they occur in vivo, must be reversible at all, or all but a few,
sit.. (Bordier, 1974), especially in view of the substantial proportion

• As mentioned earlier, with both kinds of heterodiploid the rates of
EM and protein synthesis suffer a temporary reduction following
treatment with the appropriate drug.

of drug-sensitive polymer..e molecules present in the heterodiploids
(Figures 7.1 and 7.2).
If nevertheless such complexes formed on the P and p l genes,
there should be relatively more p subunits synthesized than ', in
view of the strong evidence that these two genes are transcribed as
a polycistronjo messenger RNA. Figure 7.5 shows the detailed p and p l
profiles in lysates of E114, pulse-labelled for 2 minutes at two
interval, following streptolydigin addition to the culture • It is seen
that P and P 1 labelling remains co-ordinate; i.e. essentially equimolar
labelling of the subunits in observed.
When considered together, these observations provide a strong
case against the view that the different P and P t induction patterns
observed with the two drugs, in appropriate S/R strains, are merely
trivial secondary consequences of the particular ways in which these
drugs affect RNA synthesis.
If we therefore accept that the internal stimulus for p and p'
induction is Independent of the general perturbation in RNA and protein
synthesis caused by rifampicin, it must stem from some "non-general
(i.e. operon-sepeific)" function of polymrase which in differentially
Influenced by the two drugs. The simplest model is one in which
polymerase molecules would act as repressors of their owo operon(s).
This model postulates that a) polymerase molecules bind to an Operator
site contained in the polya.ra.e operon(s), and that b) the binding
of rifampicin (but not of streptolydigin) to polymerase abolishes this
repressor function.
Such an operator, if it were linked to the promoter, would present
an interesting situation wherein two adjacent sites on the DNA make

contradictory demands from one and the same protein. The promoter
would stimulate the polymeraso to initiate transcription, while the
operator would bind polymerase in such a way as to prevent other
polymerase molecules from binding to, and/or initiating transcription
from the promoter.
The following diagram illustrates this and further models.

F
POLYMERASE
D

f

0

In this diagram, D stl and D11 are the respective drug-binding sites
on the polymermes molecule. 0 is the operator-binding site. A is
the active site for RNA chain elonatiozi, and chain initiation (Wu
and Goldthwait, 1969; Krakow and von der Helm, 1971); and F is the
binding site for any accessory protein(s) which might be required for
the transcription of the PP O operon.
The simple model postulates that rifamploin binds to the D

r if

site and so alters both the active-site and the e-site. Streptolydigin
binds to the D

sti -site and affects only the active-sit., leaving ths

0-site normal.
A less Attractive possibility is that polymerase molecules act
directly as activators of their own operon, and that the binding of

rifampicin (but not of streptolydigjn) somehow enhances this activator
role.
The foregoing models imply that when the cell contains an excess
Of polyme-ase molecules, bcth the relative and the absolute rates of
and p' synthesis should be reduced • Other results resented in
this thesis (Chapter 8) show that the rate of 3 and p' synthesis
does not change when tile effective Concentration of these subunits
In the cell is suddenly doubled. A crucial requirement in the
relevant experiment is that the rifampicin (used to induce P and P I
synthesis) should have been efficiently removed from the cells, prior
to estimation of the extent of repression of 3 and P1 synthesis.
This has been thoroughly confirmed: dialysis of rifampicjnt.,ted
extract* of AM2 restores Rif enzyme activity (Table . ), indicating
reversibility of drug-binding. Upon removal of rifampicin from A112
(Figure 8.3), restart of RNA and protein synthesis is immediate.
Furthermore, the observed rates of p and p, synthesis following
rifampicin removal were due, at least in substantial part, to do novo
synthesized mRNA molecules, and not to translation of previously
synthesized messenger (Figure 8.8).
Thus the pódels given above requiring polymerase molecules to
directly regulate the pp , opron, are probably too simple. However,
It is possible that the ssumption that all poiymeras• subunits are
co-ordinately induced with P and P I
is incorrect. If repression (or
activation) of the Pps operon required the action of complete polymerase
molecules, then

P and p , subunit, by themselves would have no effect.

Again, a more excess of p and p' subunits (or Indeed of complete enzyme
molecules) might fail to repress the operon if repression required the
cooperation of another component whose concentration in the cell

02.
remained unaltered during the events that follow drug removal. one
type of candidate for such a component is an intermediary metabolite
reflecting the energy state of the c*ll. The involvement of 3 1 -5'
cyclic AMP (Pastan and Penman, 1970) and of ppGpp (Travers et al.,
1970) in the regulation of some operans has already been suggested.
Thus the simple (or slightly modified) auto-repression (or activation)
model has not been completely excluded.
A 3-minute pulse of rifampicin Is sufficient for sustained
induction of P and P O synthesis in A3 (Figure 8.7). Thus nifanipicin
cannot be directly involved in the induction process. As evidenced
by the decline in the rate of

P

and

P 1 synthesis when cells from

which

rifainpicin has been removed are grown in 5-fluorouracil, the sustained
high rate of subunit synthesis following drug removal cannot be
entirely due to continued translation of pp' messenger RNA that was
synthesized during the rifaatpicin treatment • Moreover, the induction
effect partially survives 30 min of drug removal coupled with glucose
starvation. This strongly suggests t

some accessory positive

control component(s) acting at the level of transcription, is involved in
this pocess. I shall refer to this hypothetical regulatory component
as )(
The activity of appears to be unstable. Thus, the effect of

P

and p' induction lasts only for 10-18 minutes after which the rate

of subunit synthesis rapidly declines.

One interpretation of the

results of the glucose-starvation experiments reported in Chapter 9 is
that an unstable component is indeed involved in the normal expression
of the p' operon, and that Its activity decays upon starvation.
Interestingly, the starvation period required to depress relative rate
of

0 and P 1 synthesis to the lowest point (about 30 min.) is also the

0

3.

time required for the induced rate of subunit synthesis in rif S/R
diploids to return to nsar-normal levels, suggesting the decay of a
coeaon, unstable activity. Furthermore, in spite of the muchreduced p+p '/TP ratios, the

Pol

"induction pattern" is preserved

after glucose-starvation of rifampicin-treated cells of AM3. This
suggests that the activity responsible for P and I' induction is, at least
partly, also that which decays upon starvation.

In this connection

It is interesting to note that the N-gene product of phage Lambda,
which is involved in positive control, and may bind directly to

polymerase, is highly unstable (Greenblatt, 1973).
If there is an activator, )j, of the pp , operon, rifampicin must
cause a sudden increase in its concentration by influencing the
expression of the

)T

operon; or increase )('. effectiveness • As far

as we know, the drug acts only by binding to polymerase molecules.
A plausible positive control model suggests that there is no 0-site

on the polymer*se molecule; instead rifampicin (but not streptolydigin), on binding to polymerase molecules affects a site F which
is the binding site for the activator,

,7.

The activator normally

binds tightly to polymorase, and is itself synthesized in limiting
amounts. Rifampicin thus prevents further binding of activator to
drug-sensitive polymerase molecules, and is also assumed to release
from these polymerase molecules any activators which were previously
bound to them. This should lead to an enrichment of the drug-

resistant polym.rase with the activator, and a consequent increase
in the relative rate of transcription of the

PP I

operon.

If prior to rifanpicin-addition, all the activator-bound polymerase molecules were engaged in transcription, the Increase in the
rate of P and

PI

synthesis could only be relative.

However, an

94.

absolute Increase in the rate of

P

and j,11 synthesis is observed

following drug-addition. To accommodate this observation the model
requires that a proportion of the activator-bound polymeraae molecules
(as well as other polyxaerase molecules: Pato and von ?Teyenburg, 1970;
Matzura at al., 1973) normally remain in an "idle pool".
On the other hand rifanipicin, by acting through sensitive
polymerase molecules, might cause an increase in the concentration
of

3,

E'

by influencing the expression of the

operon.

I have earlier

suggested how polymerase ro1ecules might act directly as regulators of
the

PP I operon. The result presented in Chapter 8 argue against

such a direct regulation. It is conceivable, however, that polymers.e
molecules might act as regulatory molecules for the /7 operon, this
function being influenced by rifaxiipicin.
(The possibility cannot be excluded that rifampicin might
influence positive control by polymerase by acting simultaneously at
both levels mentioned above.)

In this last model, I have suggested that the 0 and 3' subunits,
and

)(

constitute a "closed" regulatory circuit in which each regulatory

component controls the rate of synthesis of the other. Two such
regulatory components can, in principle, act either positively or
negatively in the following combinations:

pp'

1

2

3

4

+

-

+

-

+

-

-

+

If represent& several Independently-functioning components, the
nature of the regulatory circuits would be accordingly more complex.

The pattern of expression of the two operons (is. )( and ')
would vary depending on the particular combination in which their
products interact to form the regulatory circuit (see Goldberger,
1974). Conceivably, a combination of two activators would result in
mutual amplification of the expression of the two operona. A
combination of one repressor and one activator would result in transient expression of the regulated operons • And the combination of two
repressors would result in very severe inhibition of expression, in
extent and duration.
Whatever combination of positive and negative regulators
constitute the polymerase regulatory circuit, the fundamental role
of the enzyme would suggest that normally its synthesis is never
severely reduced for any length of time. The work reported in
Chapter 9 showed that despite prolonged starvation for glucose,
!. coli is still capable of conducting 0 and 0 1 synthesis at a reduced,
but constant level immediately upon restart of growth; the expression
of the polymerase operon can probably never be reduced below a certain
lower limit.
Through what stimulus might a regulatory circuit for polymera.e
synthesis involving the two above-mentioned regulatory couponents be perturbed
in nature? If polynierase liolecules acted as regulators of the )(
operon, any physiological change which diverted the enzyme from its
regulatory function should influence expression of the)( operon, and
consequently, of the polyaerase operon itself.
If polyaerase molecules which were previously not involved in
transcription (but which nevertheless played a part in, say, repressing
the )C operon) were suddenly engaged in transcription by a shift of the

96,

cells to a better nutritional source (Maaloe and Kjeldgaard, 1968;
Pato and von Msysnburg, 1970) the regulatory loop should be perturbed,
and the subsequent expression of the polymerase operon should be quickly
Influenced. )tzura et al. (1973) have, however, shown that there is
no such sudden change of PP I synthesis following a shift-up. On the
other hand, as Dennis and Bremer (1973) have argued, a shift-up might
at first result only in a redistribution onto different region., of the
genaue of already transcribing polymeraee molecules • If so, the pool
of polymerase molecules available for regulation would not initially
change. Thus the gradual change observed in

'rn' synthesis

by

tzura et al. (1973) is not inconsistent with the kinds of control
nicxlel discussed above.
I have also shown (Figure 8.9) that a sudden increase in rlfainpicinfree P, and P 1 subunits (and presumably enzyme molecules) had no effect

on the overall rate of RNA and protein synthesis; and that following
drug-addition to heterodiploids, the resumption of the normal rates of
RNA and protein synthesis occurred irrespective of whether or not

and P I subunit synthesis was induced,

it is tempting to imagine that,

at a fundamental level, an act of transcription requires the participation of a specific component made in limiting amounts, determined,
probably, by the energy-state of the cell.

The models which I have proposed for the control of KM polymrsae
synthesis in £scherichia coil may very well turn out to be a gross
oversimplification of the system wih obtains in reality. However,

-7.
it is hoped that th.y will

provide a

framework within which future

studies can be mede • In such studies, the linkage that exists
between the functional pathways of the enzyne, and the regulatory
circuits governing its synthesis should be recognized. The challenge
lies in devising techniques for probing one pathway, with the minimum
interference with the other.
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Amber Mutations of Escherichia coil
RNA Polymerase
S. J. AUSTIN, I. P. B. TITTAWELLA, R. S. HAYWARD
& J. G. SCAIFE
MRC Molecular Genetics Unit. Department of Molecular Biology, University of Edinburgh

This article describes the first successful isolation of amber mutations of
Escherichia coli RNA polyrnerase.
RNA polymerase from E. co/i has a core comprising four
subunits: a, a, 13, 13". which seems to be sufficient for the
synthesis of RNA chains'. For the initiation of transcription
of particular genes, however, one or more accessory proteins
are required—for example c, w, and CAP' '. Similarly,
termination may require additional proteins such as p.
Certain drugs including rifampicin inhibit transcription by
binding to the core enzyme'. Rifampicin-resistant (rfr)
mutants of E. co/i synthesize an RNA polymerase resistant to
rifampicin in ritr0 6 '. Reconstitution experiments with the
separated subunits of sensitive and resistant enzymes have
shown that the 13 subunit is changed by a rifampicin-resistance
mutation'. Consequently, the rif mutation defines the position
of the 13 subunit structural gene on the E. co/i chromosome.
Although it has not yet been proved that all rif' mutations
alter the 13 subunit, those tested so far do map in the same
region, close to org ECu-! (Fig. I). Until a more rigorous
terminology is possible, we shall retain ri to describe resistant
alleles of any gene which may affect response to rifampicin.
We have studied merodiploids carrying an F' factor, KLF10,
whose chromosomal fragment includes the nj gene(s)''.
R,fs/n,fr merodiploids are sensitive to rilampicin'' even though
half of their core polymerase is resistant to rifampicin (see
below). We have previously isolated chromosomal mutants
from such diploids. These mutants, termed nj0, can only
survive if KLFIO remains in the cell. This suggests that the
r ifo mutation inactivates the chromosomal nj gene leaving
the episomally determined polymerase to function alone in
the cell. Here we show that nif ° mutations do eliminate the
core enzyme. Amber riTa mutants have been isolated. In the
presence of an amber suppressor these mutants synthesize
a rifampicin-sensitive core polymerase, the activity of which
can he detected in extracts. In the absence of the suppressor
this activity disappears, as would be expected if the amber
mutation is in the gene for a core subunit.

Sum
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Fig. I The ilr-malB region of E. coil K12 showing the F-prime
factors used in this study. The sex factor is shown as an arrow.
F14 can lose parts of its chromosomal scment, as indicated by
the broken line. Up to 30% of individuaf colonies of the parent
donor, A131206 20, are unable to transfer nzctB to recA recipients. Among those which do transfer met1i many (60% or
more) may lose the ar-n,f region (Austin and Scaife, unpublished
results; Yura, personal communication). The derivative F'
factors are stable in recA strains. We have shown that F14sti7 no loncr carries a functional rif gene. First, F14su7 cannot
replace KLFIO in non-anihcrrif ° mutants (Table I). In addition
amber r,j°/Fl 4s:,7 merodiploids yield nj' derivatives vdiose
nif nhtitation is never ( < 10 ) transferred to recip i ent cells during
conjugation. Finally, on transfer to a nil' :tzelll strain 1-14s0
gives Met' derivatives which all remain nj'.
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Response of rjfs/rjfr Merodiploid to
Rifampicin
Fig. 2 shows how rifampicin affects the growth of three
isogenic merodiploid strains differing only in the state of their
nj genes. Growth of the double sensitive strain rif'/rif' ceases
immediately when rifampicin (200 pg/mI.) is added; the double
resistant strain, r,j°/rjf', is unaffected by the drug. The
growth rate of the rij' lr,T merodiploid, used for rtjo selection,
decreases soon after rifampicin is added and reaches zero
within about two generations.

have been obtained for all heterodiploids tested, and with
purer extracts (DEAE eluates, Chamberlin and Berg method' 3)

A similar finding has recently been reported by Etyina et al. 24 .

Isolation of Amber rjf° Mutants
Any lesion inactivating the nj' gene of a rif',rij' nierodiploid
would be a nf° mutation. Some n,f° mutants should therefore
be in the nonsense class's. Such mutants could be distinguished
by a suitable nonsense suppressor, which would restore
synthesis of an active, rifampicin-sensitive subunit.

Rif° mutants of the n,j'/rij' merodiploid can grow on rifampicin medium because they have lost the rifampicin-sensitive
polvnierase. Two other classes of mutant can grow on this
medium. These are strains with a new r,jr mutation giving a
r,f7rif ' merodiploid, and strains with a mutation, nif'-rcs
(recessive), reversing the dominance of sensitivity over
resistance. Ru 0 mutants can be distinguished from the other
types by their dependence on KLFIO for survival.

0

160

320

40

Mm
Fig. 2

Growth response of KLFIO

Strain AJ2

merodip!oids

to rifampicin.

,netfi, argG, lac - Y14, rec.l - 1, rif°;KLFIOme,B'

and its otherwise isogenic r(f/ rzjrJ7 and nf -J 71r,j'-J7 derivatives were grown overnight on supplemented minimal agar
without methionine. The cells were subcultured to Oxoid
No. 2 broth at 37° C and growth was followed on a Klett
spectrophotometer (Fitter No. 66). Periodic dilutions were made
to keep the absorbance of the cultures between 10 and 40 Klett
units. 200 pg ml.' of rifampicin (Lepetit Milan) was added at
the time indicated by the arrow. x, nijnlrifr; 0, n,j'/rzj';
•, rf'/rf'.
rz

These results confirm our conclusion' 1 that rifampicin
sensitivity is dominant to resistance and suggest that, as well as
its initial slowing effect on the rzj/r,jr merodiploid, rifampicin
initiates a second, more gradual process which ultimately
prevents all further transcription.

Rifampicin-resistant Polymerase
in Heterodiploids
The intermediate response of the n,j/r,jT merodiploid to
rifampicin indicates that this strain contains resistant poly merase. If this strain synthcsiied sensitive molecules only
we would expect it to stop growing immediately the drug
is added, as does the nzf'/rif' strain. Moreover, polymerase
extracts made from the heterodiploids clearly contain both
rifamptcin-sen s itive and rifampicin-resistant molecules. Fig. 3
shows that partially purified polymerase from this strain has
two components. One, accounting for about half of the total
activity, is completely inhibited by rifampicin, while the other
shows the same resistance as extracts from an isogenic haploid,
AJ7, carrying the same r,:f' mutation as AJ38. Similar results

Rifampicin j(/ml.

D

Fig. 3 Response of a merodiploid polymerase extract to
rifampicin. I g (wet weight) of stationary phase cells (Oxoid
nutrient broth No. 2) was disrupted by sonication, and RNA
polynierase was purified through the initial steps of the Burgess
procedure", without the addition of DNAase. The final
precipitate from ammonium sulphate fractionation was redissolved in I ml. of buffer A' 2 . The polymerase activity was
completely dependent on added DNA, and stable for many

weeks at _500. The protein concentration was in the range
15-20 mg/ml. To test the enzyme we used a modification of
Chamberlin and Berg's assay" with ATP-'C (0.5 niCimmol;
Amersham) and a large excess c-f salmon sperm DNA (Calbiochem, 0.4 mg. mI.). Assay mixtures (0.1 ml.) contained
0.1-0.2 mg of enzyme protein, and included 2 mM potassium
phosphate (pH 7.8) to inhibit polynucleotide phosphorylase,
I pg of yeast RNA (P-L Biochemicals) to compete for ribonuclease, and 0.2 M KCI' 4 . The activity of the extracts showed
no clear variation from strain to strain; twenty independent
extracts gave a mean of 50 (j 12, s.d.) nmol AM 1 1 incorporated
per 10 min reaction per gram (wet weight) of cells. Reaction
mixtures were preincubated for IS min at 0° C with various
concentrations of the drug. The graphs show the percentage of
polymerase activity surviving at different rifampicin concentrations. x , rif'-J7; 0, rjf'/rij'-J7; 0, nil'.

The nif/ rifr merodiploid, AJ38, has the following genetic
properties. It harbours KLFIO with ,neiB° and njt on its
chromosomal fragment. The chromosome carries ,netB and
nj'. The nielB marker is used to ensure that KLFIO is maintained in the strain during the selection; methionine is omitted
from the growth medium so that only those strains carrying

Fl__

~

r
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from mating a non-suppressible nj 0 with F14su7. This test
has been applied to the nj0 class (Table 1). It divides the
mutants into two groups, a majority (91 %) unable to give
viable Lack derivatives with Fl4su7 and a few (9%) which do
give Lac colonies. The latter colonies cannot transfer ri
in conjugation, indicating that they have lost KLFIO. They
are sensitive to rifampicin, as expected if they contain chromosomal amber nj 0 mutations suppressed by sul.

nctB, and therefore KLFIO, can grow. To prevent recombination between KLFIO and the chromosome, which would
give rise to riJn/r,jr derivatives at high frequency, the parent
strain is made recombination-dcliCicflt (recA-l). The strain
also carries a nonsense (amber) mutation in the lncZ gene
which is used for the introduction of nonsense suppressors
(see below). The full genotype of the parent strain is given in
Table I.
Derivatives of AJ38 are obtained by plating cultures on
minimal medium 25 containing rifampicin (100 pg/mI.).
Resistant colonies are picked, purified and tested for their
ability to survive loss of KLF1O. To this end we used a second
F' factor, F1ac. This can be transferred by conjugation
to any of the resistant strains, but because two F' factors are
not maintained stably in a single cell 16 rapid segregation
ensues, yielding separate F1ac and KLF1O derivatives.

Amber rjf° Mutants in vitro
Rifampicin-sensitive and resistant components of RNA
polyrnerase from a single strain can be resolved in vitro (Fig. 3).
This method can be used to study nJ 0 mutants. An amber
nj 0 su/KLF1O nj' strain should synthesize the subunit

r,j-BI 5fr(P-J7
sulll
0

100

r,f-Dl2Jr'j'J7
r,'-Bl5/rJ7
su -

80
>'

Fig. 4 Response of amber rif° extracts to
of nj0
The cpS0dstilhl lysogens
rifampicin.
derivative of AJ38 nwtfi argG lac-Y14 recA-1
rif'/KLFlO nietB rzf'-J7 were made by spotting
an HET lysate on to lawns of the strains on minimal supplemented agar with lactose as sole carbon
source. The resulting lac transductant colonies
were purified on the same medium. Extracts of
the rif° strains and their su derivatives were prepared and challenged with rifampicin as in Fig. 3.
I

0

rifi'-D12/rit'-J7
ultI

'

60

2
40

20
riI - D 2/

0.01

0.1

IT

Ii)

r-BI5fsi7

117

100
0.01

0.1

1.0

tO

100

Rilampicin //mI.

Unlike the starting strains which are Lac, the F1ac derivatives grow on lactose, thanks to the !ac genotype of the
episome. Rif' and nif'-rcs derivatives of AJ38 therefore yield
Lac* colonies on mating against the F/ac donor. Rif° mutants,
on the other hand, give no Lac colonies. Table 1 shows
the result of this test performed on 144 independent resistant
derivatives obtained following nitrosoguartidine treatment.
More than half (63 %) of the mutants are nj0 by this criterion.
The remainder yield Lac derivatives which either carry new
nj' mutations (9%) or have become nif'-rcs (28%). We have
devised a simple test to identify nonsense nj0 mutants. There
is an F' factor, F14, whose chromosomal fragment covers the
ilv-metB region 2° and includes an amber suppressor sul (ref.
lac-Z, 4
17). F14su7 does not carry the njgene(s) (Fig. I). A
strain harbouring F14su7 is Lack, because lac-Zy14 is an
amber mutation". Amber nj 0 mutants should therefore
yield Lack derivatives on mating against an F14su7 donor
because, although F14 excludes KLFIO, its suppressor may
relieve both the lac-Zy,4 and the ru 0 mutation, giving a viable
colonies are expected
Lac 4 derivative. By contrast, no Lack

determined by the episomal but not the chromosomal nj
gene. Thus all of its core enzyme should be resistant to rifampicin. The strain amber rij0Dl2su _/KLF10 nj' does indeed
yield extracts completely resistant to rifampicin (Fig. 4)
implying that only the episomal rij gene synthesizes a functional product in this strain. In contrast its suppressed derivative, rif 0 _D12980dsu1IiIKLFl0 nil', yields extracts which
contain a new, rifarnpicin-sensitive activity in addition to the
resistant activity determined by the episome (Fig. 4). We
conclude that KLFIO in no way interferes with the expression
of amber rif°-1)12; on the contrary, when the mutation is
suppressed by sniff its product, synthesized in the presence
of KLFIO nj', can be detected in large quantities (about
30% of the total yield).
Finally, when KLFIO is replaced by F14su7 to give nj 1312/Fl4su7, we obtain completely scnsiti\e enzyme extracts,
confirming that the suppressor s0 also permits previously
forbidden synthesis of the chromosomal nif gene product.
The properties of the extracts from amber nj 0 mutants
provide proof for our conclusion that ru mutations inactivate
0
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sensitive polymerase may not play any active role in the
inhibition process. We could imagine that any cell has a
strictly determined number of polymerase molecules, which
forms part of the system regulating its rate of growth. Consequently, when a merodiploid cell encounters rifanipicin,
half of its polymerase molecules would suddenly be inactivated,
leading to unbalanced growth. Some evidence has been
obtained in vitro for DNA blockage. With a system containing
limiting quantities of DNA, ilyina et al. have recently demonrifs and rifr enzyme
strated an increased interference between
preparations when rifampicin is present 24 . Rij 8 -rcs mutants
should provide a control to test the relevance of this experiment to dominance in vivo. If dominance is not due to DNA
nj 0
blockage, analysis of the nij'-rcs and suppressed amber
mutants may point to one of the other mechanisms suggested.

se core polymeraSe. The subunit affected by the amber
iutation is likely to be 3 but remains to be identified.

;uppressibility of Amber rf° Mutants
The procedure used to isolate amber nj 0 strains selects
)nly those amber mutations reversible by sul. This suppressor
nserts glutamine at the site of an amber mutation 21 ; thus the
iffected protein can tolerate glutamine residues at the positions
A the polypeptide chain defined by the amber nj 0 mutations
elected. We can ask how many of these positions can be filled
DY other amino-acids, without inactivating the protein. This
question has been approached by studying the effect of suIll
inserts tyrosine in place
Dn the amber nif ° mutants. Suit!
.
nf the original amino-acid coded by the wild-type gene 22
zulu.
Four mutants have been tested for their response to
1312, gives high levels of core enzyme
One of them, nif 0
activity (Fig. 4) and in fact this mutant grows well in the
absence of KLFIO after lysogenizatiOfl with 9SOdsul!l. The
other three give no detectable activity, indicating that when
tyrosine is inserted at the mutant sites of strains B15, Cl and
E13 the protein synthesized is no longer active (Fig. 4).

Table 1

Amber rif Mutations

RitarnpiCifl-resistant Derivatives at a ,if'/rIf' Merodiploid

Chromosomal
genotype of
KLFIO rif'
merodiploid
ri
rif'-rcs
ri.!0 (not amber)
nj0 (amber)

Replacement of KLFIO
by
F14su 7*
Flac

+

+
+

-

+

+

No.
Rifampicin
phenotype after
removal of KLFIO
14
resistant
40
sensitive
sensitive

8

Rifampicin-resistant derivatives were isolated from the strain
Stir "if' sit KI-F)0rif'J7. An
AJ38 argG nietB laeZ..,a recA-1
overnight culture of the parent strain grown on minimal agar 25 +
arginine (20 jtgml.)+ glucose (0.2) was subcultured to Oxoid
nutrient broth No. 2 at a concentration of 10' cells ml. The culture
_nitro-N-nitroSo
was grown at 37' to 2 x lO cellsm1. N-Methyl-NpgJmi.)
and 15 min
guanidine (Aldrich Chem. Co.) ,,as added (5
later the culture was diluted into fresh broth (10 2 ). Aliquots
0 ml.) of the culture were distributed to separate tubes, incubated
at 37' (15 h) and then streaked on supplemented minimal agar
containing rifampicin (100 jgml.). We picked one resistant colony
from each streak. MutageniZed cultures contained 2 to 50-fold
more resistant derivatives than untreated cultures. Resistant colonies were cross-streaked against young broth cultures of an sir'
str'/1714r07 on minimal
FIac donor and AW9p,ietB rccA-56
agar+ lactose (0.2)+arSinine (20 pgfnsl.)+methionine (20 pg/
ml.)+ streptontyCin (100 pgnsl.) to select dcrisativcs inheriting
F/ac and F14su7 r espectively. These were subsequently purified and
streaked on rifanspicin agar to test for the appearance of a new
rif mutation.
* + = > 100 Lac colonies; - = 0 Lack colonies.

Dominance of rjf8 over rf0

Sr merodiploids
Kinetic and biochemical studies on
show that a cell challenged with rifampicill soon stops growing
although about 50° , of its polymerase molecules are resistant to
the drug. We conclude that the inhibition process must have
two or more steps of which the first is the binding of the drug
to sensitive core molecules in the cell. We can visualize several
ways in which subsequent events could lead to total inhibition
of growth.
Rifampicin-inactivated sensitive enzyme molecules may
play an active role in the inhibitory process, intet feritig directly
with transcription by rifampicin-resistant molecules. For
example, they may block the template so that resistant molecules can no longer transcribe. Alternatively, they may
sequester accessory proteins essential for proper initiation or
termination of transcription. On the other hand, rifampicin-

There is no doubt that the nj 0 derivatives described in this
paper have amber mutations. We must therefore conclude
that their mutated gene has a protein product. As the mutations lead to loss of rifanipicin-sensitive core activity we
suppose that this product is the 13 subunit in at least some
nj 0 mutants. On the other hand, we cannot assume that all
amber r'f° mutations map inside the 13-gene. For example,
if the 13-gene forms part of a polycistroniC operon, polar
amber mutations in genes proximal to 13 would fall into the
subunit
nj 0 class, in addition the synthesis or function of the 13
may depend on a gene with a cis-active protein product whose
inactivation would therefore produce a ri.f 0 mutant. For
example. if subunit association were localized and irreversible
a lesion in or a would also inactivate this ru' enzyme.
or a, and should
Some rf ° mutations may therefore affect 13
be recognizable by investigation of the subunits synthesized
by our mutants.
We thank Lepctit S.p.A. for rifampicin, and Dr T. Yura
for unpublished information concerning F14. S. A. was
supported by an MRC scholarship.
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Evidence for Specific Control of RNA
Polymerase Synthesis in Escherichia co/i
R. S. HAYWARD, I. P. B. TITTAWELLA &
G. SCAIFE
MRC Molecular Genetics Unit, Department of Molecular Biology, University of Edinburgh. Mayfield Road, Edinburgh EH9 3JR

Studies on the synthesis of RNA polymerase in E. coil rf mutants containing
both sensitive and resistant RNA polymerase molecules show that the synthesis of E. coli RNA polymerase is under
a specific and active control system.
AT present little is known about the system controlling RNA
polymerase synthesis in Escherichia co/i, although it does
appear' that the two largest polymerase subunits, 13 and 13', are
produced coordinately, probably from a single polycistronic
messenger RNA. We have been studying E. co/i strains diploid
for the nj region of the chromosome. Rif' mutations render
E. co/i resistant to rifampicin, a drug which inhibits the
initiation of transcription in wild-type strains'. A majority of
known nif mutants produce RNA polymerase which is
resistant to the drug, the subunit affected being 13 in the case
tested 3 .
The strain AJ38 (meiB argG 1acZ,4recAl sir' rifs/KLFIO
me: B4 nif - J7) carries r,js on the chromosome and r,f I on the
F' factor, KLFIO (ref. 4). We shall refer to this strain as SIR,
the first letter representing the chromosomal nil genotype.
Other strains used are isogenic, apart from their nj genotype.
SIR cells contain both resistant and sensitive polymerase
molecules" but, since rifs is dominant 5 ' 6 , their growth is gradually inhibited by rifampicin. Addition of the drug inactivates
the sensitive molecules within a few minutes. This challenge
swiftly leads to an absolute increase in the rate of 13 and 13'
production, despite a concurrent decrease in total protein
synthesis. We therefore suggest that the synthesis of RNA
polymerase is subject to an active and specific control system.

Early Effects of Rifampicin Addition on
RNA and Protein Synthesis
We have reported that RNA polymerase extracted from
stationary-phase S/R cultures is a mixture of rifampicinresistant and -sensitive enzyme'. Log-phase S/R cultures also

contain both types of enzyme. Whereas cells from the
stationary phase contain equal amounts of sensitive and
resistant enzyme, 69( ± 6)% of the polymerase from a logarithmic S/R culture consists of sensitive molecules. In the R/S
strain the enzyme proportions are reversed. These results
(reproduced with several extracts) probably reflect a difference
in the number of chromosomal and episomal gene copies'.
Although growing SIR cells do contain rifampicin-resistant
RNA polymerase, addition of the drug causes growth to slow
down and cease after about 1.5 normal generation times; the
same treatment halts growth of the isogenic S/S strain immediately, but has no effect on the R/R strain'. We decided to
study in more detail the changes in macromolecular synthesis
following addition of rifampicin to the heterodiploid S/R
strain. Growth (turbidity) and synthesis of DNA, RNA and
protein were measured before and after drug addition (Fig. 1).
DNA was labelled continuously with ' 4 C-thymine, whilst
RNA was pulse-labelled by incubation for I min with 5- 3 Huridine'°" 1 . Protein was labelled for 15 with 3 H-leucine.
Fig. Ia displays the response of an S/R culture growing with
a doubling time of 100 mm. The rates of DNA accumulation
and of increase in turbidity are not detectably reduced in the
first 80 min after rifampicin addition. In Fig. lb the rates of
RNA and protein labelling in this period are replotted relative
to DNA content. Evidently drug addition causes an immediate
decrease in the relative rates of both RNA and protein labelling.
After 5-6 mm, however, there is a recovery phase, followed by
an eventual decline. Presumably the initial fall reflects the
inactivation by rifampicin of the sensitive RNA polymerase
molecules present. RNA-labelling also takes about 5 min to
stop completely following drug addition to the fully sensitive
S/S strain (data not shown), as expected because functioning
enzyme molecules cannot be inactivated until the end of their
current polymerizing runs".
It therefore seems that the S/R cell can achieve a partial
recovery of RNA synthesis, after some two-thirds of the RNA
polymerase molecules present have been suddenly inactivated.
This recovery is abortive, due presumably to the intervention of
the mechanism responsible for dominance of the nifS gene".
It is. nevertheless, a striking effect. Does it involve an increased
rate of de novo synthesis of RNA polymerase or at least of the
0 subunit?

Rates of 3 and i' Synthesis following
Rifampicin Addition
To discover whether rifampicin leads to an increase in the
rate of RNA polymerase production, we assayed synthesis of
13 and 13' subunits in SIR cells before and after drug addition.
The culture was pulse-labelled for 3 min with 3 H-leucine, and
then chased for 2 min with cold leucine to allow completion of
the labelled polypeptide chains. 13 and 13' were separated from
other labelled proteins by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of unfractionated cell l ysate sLIZ (Fig. 2). Quantitatively similar results have been obtained in six experiments. In
the absence of rifampicin, 0 plus 13' constitute some 1 0/,0' ( by
leucine weight) of all proteins made in the SIR diploid (Fig. 2a).
Addition of rifanipicin quickly leads to an increased rate of
labelling of 13 and 13' relative to other proteins. This increase
reaches a maximum by 15-20 mm, when 13 and 13' constitute
4% of all protein made. Subsequently their relative rate of
synthesis returns towards the initial level. A control experiment
(data not shown) demonstrated, as expected, that addition of
rifampicin has no effect on the rate of 13 and 13' synthesis in the
fully resistant (R/R) strain.
In one experiment (Fig. 2b) we took particular care to separate 13 from 13'. Evidently the syntheses of these two poly
peptides show closely similar responses to the rifampicin
challenge of S/R cells. This supports the conclusion' that the
two subunits are coordinately synthesized. (The slight discrepancies at 15 and 20 min after drug addition are not
considered significant, being within the error range of the
experiment.)
Fig. 2b indicates that addition of the drug leads to an

absolute increase in the rate of 13 and 13' production. At the
maximum the two subunits were being labelled more than
twice as rapidly as normal. We have confirmed this by another
experiment in which we ensured that the labelling of (3 and 0'
in shorter pulses (2 mm) was not limited by exhaustion of the
external supply of 3 H-leucine (0.7 ig ml. - '). An absolute
increase in the rate of 0 and $3' production was again observed,
this time greater than 3-fold at the maximum. In this experiment the generation time of the culture was 80 mm. Therefore,
20 min after rifampicin addition, the SIR cells presumably contained about 25% more RNA polymerase (or at least (3 and (3')
than would have been present in the absence of the drug. This
could be a significant factor in the temporary recovery of RNA
synthesis (Fig. 1).

Behaviour of HeterodiploidS containing a
Chromosomal rcs Mutation
The delay which occurs before an SIR culture is completely
inhibited by rifampicin, and especially the observed temporary
recovery of RNA synthesis (Fig. 1), suggest that the early effects
of rifampicin addition may be unrelated to the actual mechanism which makes rif5 dominant over rjf'. If so, the behaviour
of a heterodiploid in which this dominance has been eliminated
by mutation should probably be indistinguishable Irom that of
SIR, in the early stages after drug addition. We have confirmed this prediction.
A previous report from this laboratory' described the
derivation of a chromosomal mutation, rcs, eliminating the
dominance of rift without detectably affecting its drug-
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Fig. 1 Rates of RNA and protein pulse-labelling in the
following addition of rifampicin. Strains were grown overnight on suitably supplemented M9
agar' and subcultured into supplemented M9 medium. Growth was followed on a Klett
spectrophotometer (Filter No. 66), experiments being carried out in the midlog phase (Klett
30-80). DNA was continuously labelled with 5 jCi ml.' 14 C-thymine (Amersham, 60 Ci
mol') plus deoxyguanosine (225 ig ml.), starting 3-4 generations before addition of rifamcontinued either
picin (200 ig ml.'). 0.2 ml. aliquots were taken at various times, and growth
to label RNA, or 15 s
for 60s in the presence of I jiCi 5- 3 H-uridine (Amersham, 4.6 Ci mmol ')
niol) to label protein. Incorporation was
with I ,Cj 3 H-leucine (G) (Amersham, 2-400 Ci
min on ice, cells were collected on 'Millipore'
stopped with 5 ml. ice-cold 5%TCA. After 20-80TCA followed by 80% ethanol. Membranes
membranes (HAWP) and washed with cold 5%
were dried and counted in toluene butyl-PBD scuntillant (CIBA, 0.5 1%), using discrimination
settings. In the case of leucine.incorpOratiOn the acidified cell suspension was heated (15 mm,
75° C) prior to filtration, to hydrolyse 3 H-leucyl tRNA. Q, RNA label; •, protein label; •,
DNA label; x, turbidity (Klett units), a, Turbidity, and c.p.m. incorporated per 0.2 ml.
culture, before and after rifampiCin addition. b, Data from a replotted as RNA/DNA (0) and
protein/DNA () labelling ratios, relative to the ratios before rifampicin addition (taken
as 100%).
Time after

sensitivity character. We have exploited one such mutation,
rcs-40, in the present study. A nj S haploid strain containing
the rcs-40 mutation ceases growth immediately upon addition
of 200 ig rifampicin ml. - '. Its response to lower levels of the
drug is also normal, and its inhibition by rifampicin still appears
to be irreversible (data not shown). However, reintroduction
of KLFIO r:j5 _J7 produces a heterodiploid (Srcs/R) whose
growth is unaffected by rifampicin.
RNA polymerase extracts" derived from the Srcs/R strain,
growing in log phase without rifampicin, contain essentially
normal proportions of sensitive to resistant RNA polymerase:
79(± 6)% sensitive. The rate of RNA labelling relative to DNA
synthesis (data not shown) displays the same pattern as
observed in the SIR strain (Fig. lb), except that in the mutant
the recovery becomes complete (after 40 mm) and permanent.
0 and 13' synthesis in Srcs/R were studied as before. After
drug addition the proportion of labelled proteins formed by
13 plus 13' rose rapidly from 1.1-1.4%, reaching 3-4% between
10 and 20 mm (3 experiments). Thus the early response of the
system for 13 and 13' production is the same in S/R and Srcs/R,
implying that it is unrelated to the mechanism responsible for
the dominance of nj S

may serve to coordinate expression of those genes which,
unlike trp, normally lack a specific regulatory mechanism. At
first sight we might expect the genes for RNA polymerase to
fall into this class. However, our results suggest that the
synthesis of at least the 13 and 13' subunits of RNA polymerase
is subject to an active and specific control system. Following
the challenge with rifampiciri, the bacterium is able to increase
production of these proteins to a level well above normal,
although protein synthesis as a whole is proceeding at a reduced
rate. The existence of such a system would also explain why a
haploid strain, partially resistant to rifampicin, synthesizes
fI and 13' relatively rapidly when recovering from treatment with
the drug'.
At late times after addition of rifampicin to the S/R strain,
the rate of 13 and 13' labelling relative to overall protein synthesis
declines, although the drug is still present. As it seems
unlikely that the bacteria have begun to synthesize resistant
polymerase preferentially, it may be that the 13 and 1' genes are
especially susceptible to interference by gradual onset of the
mechanism"- 6 responsible for the dominance of njS. However, we do not eliminate other explanations for the decline,
some of which involve particular models for the control of
RNA polymerase synthesis.
Specific control of polymerase production would also explain
the recent observation' 2 that the rate of 13 and 13' synthesis in
E. co/i B/r varies by only 1.5-fold over a 5-fold range in growth
rate. Moreover, synchronized cultures do not display any
abrupt increase in the rate of 13 or 13' pulse-labelling when the
rif gene replicates' 2 Likewise, studies on isogenic diploid strains
having functional copies of the nj gene on both the chromosome
and the episome or only on the episome leads us to
the conclusion that E. co/i can compensate for variations in nif

The Nature of the System controlling RNA
Polymerase Synthesis
Recent studies suggest that the rate of constitutive enzyme
synthesis by the trp operon in E. coli lrpR is governed by the
rate of initiation of transcription. This in turn appears to be
coupled to the rate of growth of the organism, except at very
rapid growth rates". Rose and Yanofsky suggest that the
:oupling mechanism, which they term metabolic regulation,
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Fig. 2 Incorporation of 3 H-leucine into 13 and 13' subunits of RNA
polymerase in E. co/i n/f SIR
heterodiploid AJ38, before and after rifampicin treatment. 0.2 ml. aliquots from cultures growing
exponentially (doubling time 80 mm) in M9 (Fig. 1) were taken at various times before and after
rifampicin addition (200 jig ml.'). They were labelled for 3 min with 5 iiCi of 4,5- 3 H-leucine
(Amersham, 36 Ci mmol'), then grown for 2 min with unlabelled leucine (200 jig ml. - '), chilled, and
sodium azide added to 0.02 M. Overall incorporation was determined with 20 j.Il. aliquots as in
Fig. I. The remaining cells were collected by centrifugation, washed, and lysed, and the lysates
analysed for 3H-leucine incorporation into 13 and 13' using the SDS-polyaci-ylamide gel electrophoresis
technique of Matzura ci aI.'' 2 . Lysates were also analysed for total protein label, by
TCA coprecipitation with carrier albumin, and washing as for Fig. I. To correct for different counting
efficiencies of gel and total protein samples, standard labelled-protein samples were counted in both
conditions. Experiment a, Label incorporated into 13 plus
plotted as a percentage of total protein
label. Experiment b, Amounts of leucine incorporated into13'.13(x),
13' (0), and total protein () per
unit culture turbidity, plotted as percentages of the mean results observed
before rifampicin addition.

gene dose (Hayward, Austin and Scaife, unpublished). Further
work will be necessary to establish the mechanism of the
specific control system suggested both by these and the present
results, and to determine whether its operation is limited to the
polymerase genes.
We thank Drs S. Austin, W. Brammar, and J. Gross for
valuable discussions, and Dr H. Matzura for communicating
important results in advance of publication. We gratefully
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Different E1lets of Rifanipicin and StreptoIdigin
on the Control of RNA Polvinerase Subunit
Synthesis in Esch erich ia coli
Ivor P. B. Tittawella and Richard S. Hayward
MRC Molecular Genetics Unit, University of Edinburgh, Scotland
Received July 31, 1974

Summary. It is known that the drugs rifampicin and streptolydigin both inhibit E. cdi
RNA polymerase by binding to its ft polypeptide subunit. We have previously shown that
a1dit ion of rifampicin to a strain of E. coU containing both rifampicin-sensitive and -resistant
RNA polyinerase molecules causes an immediate reduction in the rates of RNA and total
protein synthesis, but induces a marked increase in the rate of synthesis of the RNA polv merase subunits, # and '. We now show that addition of streptolydigin to an isogenic strain,
containing s treptolydigin.sensitive and -resistant RNA polyncrasc, causes a closely similar
reduction in the rates of RNA and total protein synthesis. In this case, however, the rate of
fl' synthesis declines, closely paralleling the rate of total protein synthesis. We discuss
fitheandimplications
of these results in relation to the control of RNA polynierase subunit synthesis.

Introduction
RNA polymerase from E. cdi consists of several independent polypeptide
subunits (Burgess, 1969a). Of these, fi and fl' (at least) are produced co-ordinately
by an operon (Errington, Glass, Hayward and Scaife, 1974) located near 79
minutes on the E. cdi genetic map (Taylor and Trotter, 197). This opei-on is
oriented clockwise, with the '-structural gene following that for # (Errington
et al., 1974). Different mutations in the fi gene can produce resistance to the drugs
rifampicin or streptolydigin, both of which inhibit transcription by binding to
Marino and
i
the fi subunit of wild-type RNA pol y merase (Tocchini-Valentin,
Colvill, 1968: Schleif, 1969: lieu and Zillig, 1970). (In accordance with existing
usage, we shall refer to such mutant alleles of the fi gene as ri/R and ,stla, respectively. Their wild-type counterpart is referred to, interchangeably, as ri/S
or stl).
\Ve have previously shown that when rifampicin is added to ri/ merodip}oid
strains of E. cdi, containing both rifampicin-sensitive and rifampicin-resistant
RNA polymerase molecules, there is an immediate reduction in the rates of RNA
and protein synthesis. Simultaneously, however, the rate of # and fi' synthesis
increases by 2.- to 3-fold. We have therefore suggested that the synthesis of
these polypept ides may normally lie regulated in E. coli, by a control system
superimposed on the biosynthetic limits set by the number of copies of the fifi'
operon present, and by the general supply of unspecific transcriptional and
translational equipment (Hayward, Tittawella and Scaife, 1973). Other workers
have drawn a similar conclusion from quite different experiments (Matzura,
1 -hansen and Zeutlien, 1973; Kirschbaum, 1973), including recent studies in own
laboratory (Hayward, Austin and Scaife, 1974).
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A1tliouli streptolydigin binds to the same subunit as rifampicin, it inhibits
polyinerase in a different way. It binds much less tiglitly to the enzyme, and it is
capal)le of inhibiting the elongation of nascent RN: chain-, as Nvell as of preventing
initiation when present in sufficiently high concentration (Schleif. 1969: ('assani,
Burgess, (oodinan and (:old. 1971). Rifampicin can only inhibit initiation
(Toechuni-Valent mi ci al.. 1968). Moreover, mutations producing resistance to the
one drug generally do not give resistance to the other, although they all map
within the same region of tire rif gene (Iwakura, Ishihama and Vura, 1973). We
now show that when at reptolydiin is added to a strain of E. co/i containing both
streptolydigun-sensit ive and .stre)tolvdugin-resist ant RNA po1yuneiase molecules.
there is a reduction in the rates of RXA and protein synthesis, comparable to
that observed when rifampicuri is added to tire rif heterodiploid mentioned above.
However, in this case the rates of 9 and fl' synthesis show an absolute decrease,
following a pattern not significantly different from that of total protein synthesis.
We discuss the implications of these findings.

Materials and Methods
Bacteria.! Strains
The merodiploid strains of E. coli K12, E900 and El 14. are identical with respect to their
chromosomal genotype, vhic1i is ni(B argII2 his thi lac recAl s!rR rif5 (also stl). Both strains
harbour the 1" factor KLF1O metTh. They differ only in that in E900, this episome carries
a rill') (resistant-dominant) copy of the j9 gene (Kirschbaum and Konrad. 1973), whereas in
E114 the episonial copy is stlit (Schlcif. 1969). These mutant fl genes have previously been
shown to code, respectively, for rifampicin-resistant and streptolydigiii-resistant RNA poly merase (Kirschbaum and Konrad. 1973; Heil and Zillig, 1970). The heterodiploid state of the
strains is maintained by growth in the absence of methionine, and by the presence of recA 1.

Assays for Sire ploiydigin-sensitive
and -resistant RNA Pot yinera.se in Extracts
Bacteria were grown in suitably supplemented medium (Spizizen, 1958) and harvested
in stationary phase. Cells (Ig, wet weight) were disrupted by sonication. and RNA polvmerase
was purified through the initial steps of the procedure of Burgess 1969b), without the addition of DYase. The product of amnuonium sulphate fractionation was redissolved in I ml
of buffer A (Burgess, 1969b), and stored at —50C (10-15 mg protein per ml). The polymerase activity was completely dependent on added I)NA. The enzyme was assayed in the
presence of excess salmon sperm DNA (0.5 mg/ml), with 2 mM potassium phosphate (pH 7.5
to inhibit polvnucleotide phospliorylase, as described previously (Austin. Tittavella. Hayward
and Scaife, 1971). Prior to addition of the other reaction components. the enzyme was incubated (2 min, 37C) with various concentrations of streptolydigin. Incorporation of ATP-°C
into trichloroaeetic acid-insoluble material, during a 10 mm, 37 C C incubation, was then
measured.

RNA and Protein Labelling
Strains were grown overnight on suitably supplemented Spizizen agar, and sub-cultured
into the corresponding medium. Growth was followed by Klett spectrophotomnetry (Filter 66),
experiments (drug additions) being carried out in ruidlog phase (Kktt 40-90). To procide a
measurement of the number of cells in any sample. DNA was continuously labelled with 5 .Ci/
ml C-tbymine (Amersham. about 50 Ci/nnol) plus deoxvguanosnrc (225 ig;ml), starting 3-4
generations before the time of drug addition. ((.25 ml aliquots were withdrawn at various
times, before and after addition of rifamupicin (100 LLg/rnl) or streptolydigin (200 ;Lg/nn)) as
appropriate. These aliquots were pnnlsc-labelled by continuing growth for 1 Tnin in the presence
of 1 Xi 5- 3 14-uridine (Aniersham I ag/nii) to label RNA. or 1 1).Ci 4.5. 3 1- 1-lcucine (Aniersham:
' 4
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Synthesis

1 1cg(Inl) to label protein. Incorporation was stopped with ice-cold 5°o triehloroacetic acid.
and measured as acid-insoluble radioactivity (following, 15 mm, 75C washes in the case of
3 H-leucine) as described previously (hayward etal.. 1973).

fl and fl'

Subunit Synthesis

0.5 ml aliquots of cultures grown as above were labelled for 3 rain with 12.5 iLCi 4•5_3}[.
leucine (I jig/nil), then grown for 2 rain following addition of unlabelled leucijie (400 ig/inl).
After chilling and addition of sodium azide (0.02 31) the cells were collected by centrifugation,
lvscd, and the lvsates analysed for 'H.leueiue incorporation into fi and fi% using d;sc'oiit inuous
SDS-polyaeryla III ide gel electrophoresis to separate them from other polvl)c)ti(ks (Matzura
el al., 1973; Hayward et of., 1973). Lysates were also analysed for total protein label, by
counting aliquots under the same conditions as gel samples (Ervington c/ of., 1974).
Results
We have previously shown that RNA polynttasc extracted from stationaryphase or log-phase cultures of the ri//NLF10 ri/ 7 strain, AJ3. is a mixture of
rifampicin-resistant and -sensitive enzyme (Austin c( cii.. 1971 kIn ward et cii.,
1973). Stationary phase cultures of the ri//KLFl0 rif strain. E900, also contain
approximately equal amounts of each type of enzyme (data not, shown). The
enzyme produced by the chromosomal rif gene is completely inhibited by 2 zg/nil
of rifampicin. whereas the ri/fl product appears to be resistant to at least 50 cg/ntl.
Similarly, as shown in Fig. 1, the st1/K LFIO 41 1 t strain El 14 contains nearly
equal amounts of streptolydigin.sensitive and streptolydigin-resistant RNA
polymerase. As controls in this assay we used extracts from the haploid ,stlS
strain X171 (whose chromosome is isogenic with those of the nterodiploids El 14
and E900), and from its stlR derivative. X147. The results with extracts from a
mixture of these two strains (Fig. 1) confirm that, as in the case of rifampicin,
strept.olydigin-resistant enzyme can be accurately estimated in the presence of
sensitive molecules, using excess DNA template.
When rifampicin (100 jg/ml) was added to log-phase cultures of E900. or
streptolydigin (200 'g/ml) to El 14, DNA continued to accumulate exponentially
at an unaltered rate for at least one doubling time (80-100 min), as judged by
continuous labelling with thvmine. (Thus during this period, accumulated DNA
label provides a convenient reference point for normalisation of the RNA and
protein pulse-labelling rates). By contrast, addition of rifaml)icifl to EM. or
of streptolydigin to E900, led to a rapid cessation of growth and macromolecular
synthesis. The latter behaviour is expected, since the entire RNA polymerase
population in El 14 should be sensitive to rifampicin, and that in E900, to streptolydigin.
Fig. 2A shows the rate of pulse-labelling of RNA and of total protein, per
unit of DNA. during the first 60 miii after addition of rifampicin to growing
cultures of the nt heterodiploid, E900. As observed previously with strain A.J38
(Hayward ci cii., 1973), the rate of RXA-labelling declined during the first ten
minutes, and tlmeit gradually recovered, while protein-labelling underwent similar
but less marked alterations. Again, as shown in Fig. 2A, addition of rifanipicin
led to a striking absolute increase in the rate of IINA polymerase fl plus ' subunit
synthesis, despite the concurrent general decline of protein synthesis.
Fig. 2B shows that when streptolvdigin was added to growing cultures of the
s/i heterodiploid strain E114, the early changes in RNA- and total protein-
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Fig. 1. Response of a heterodiploid polyrnerase extract to streptolycligin. The graphs show,
for extracts from different E. cdi strains, the percentage of polymerase activity surviving
at the streptolydigin concentrations indicated. x strain x 147 (stik); o strain x 171 (stl 5 );
D strain E114 (stlS.KLFIO stilt) ; v cells of x 171 and x 147 grown separately, and mixed in
equal quantities prior to enzyme extraction

labelling were closely comparable to those produced by rifampicin addition to
E900 (Fig. 2A) or AJ38 (Hayward et al., 1973). However, the rate of # plus
'.labelling per unit DNA showed an absolute decrca-9e following addition of
streptolydigin. Even when expressed relative to total protein-labelling, the
maximum increase in '-labelling observed in any experiment was 25%. This
must be contrasted with relative increases of 200-300%, and absolute increases
of 150-200%, when rifampicin is added to rif heterodiploids. It may also be
noted that in all cases fi and fi' labelling remained co-ordinate; i.e. essentially
equirnolar labelling of these subunits was observed.

Discussion
Our principal new finding is that a sudden inhibition of RNA and protein
synthesis is not, of itself, sufficient to cause significant. "induction" of j9 and 9'
synthesis. Rifarnpicin must cause this effect in some other way, not available to
streptolydigrn.
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The latter ratios were determined by averaging the results obtained from at least four samplings, during the generation preceding drug addition
.

Since mutations in thefl-structural gene can produce complete resistance to
either drug, we have no reason to believe that these drugs can affect the metabolism of E. co/i other than by binding to sensitive polyinerase molecules. The
two drugs inhibit RNA and protein labelling to the same extent in the respective
heterodiploids, and with equal rapidity and completeness in the fully sensitive
diploids. However, since we do not have a complete understanding of their mechanisms of action in vivo, we cannot entirely exclude the possibility that our
results are a trivial secondary consequence of the particular ways in which these
drugs affect RNA synthesis.
It seems more likely that our findings have a specific bearing on the regulation
of the fifi' operon in E. cdi. To illustrate this point, we shall consider a simple
model for the control of RNA polymcrasc synthesis, which is compatible with
most, if not all, available evidence. In this model, the enzyme would hve a dual
role in the expression of the operen: the normal transcriptional role, and a
distinct control function in which RXA polymerase holoenayme acts as a repressor
of synthesis of its own subunits. by binding to an appropriate operator site.
Clearly both drugs block transcription by sensitive polymerasc molecules. However, perhaps only rifampicin is able to prevent these molecules from acting as
repressors of P and fl' subunit synthesis, thus explaining the observed results.
Similarly, any model for nfl' regulation which invokes an interaction between
RNA polyrnerase and a hypothetical accessory control protein could allow for
differential effects of the two drugs on this interaction.
A second new finding arising from the present results is that increased
and fl' synthesis, is not essential for the partial recovery of RN:- and protein.

1. P. B. Tittawella and R. S. Hayward
libelling rates observed, between about the tenth and thirtieth minutes, following addition of either drug to the relevant hetetodiploid (Fig. 2). The mechanism
of this recovery, which seems to us interesting, remains unknown.
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is evidence suggesting that in Escherichia coil the
synthesis of the enzyme RNA polymersee is under specific
regulation. The work reported in this thesis Is an attempt to
elucidate the mechanism of this regulation.
Underlying this work is the assumption that all the
constituent subunits of the enzyme are coordinately synthesized.
The results presented suggest a) that EM polymers.e molecules,
in addition to serving an enzymatic role in the general transcription
process, might also serve a specific regulatory function in the
expression of the polymers.e operon; and b) that in this regulatory
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process another, unstable component i• involved.
The possible combinations in which

and EM polymerase

molecules might function to effect regulating of the polymerase
opsron are discussed.
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